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A. Djuhartono

Abstract
To efficiently operate a robot in unknown environments, a robot should be
able to perform a variety of tasks in parallel. The reported work investigates
the parallelism involved in sensing for moving and stationary obstacles,
while a robot is executing a planned motion.
Three specific parallel behaviours are investigated, avoid collision,
follow the leader, and wall following. The reported work was carried out
on a LABMATE™ mobile robot, equipped with Polaroid Corp. Ultrasonic
range finders. The parallel implementation was undertaken on a network of
Transputers, using the Occam™ programming language.

Occam™ is a trade mark of the INMOS Group of Companies
LABMATE™ is a trade mark of TRC corporation.
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Overview
In recent years there has been a trend towards parallel computation for solving large
complex problems. Such computation requires developers to look at algorithms from a
different point of view. Naturally, we can divide a problem into separate sub-problems
that are totally independent of each other. We refer to these sub-problems as modules
or subroutines in high-level languages. Their purpose is to reduce the complexity of the
original problem. Conventionally, these problems are solved sequentially, i.e solve
sub-problem A then solve sub-problem B, and so on. However, by solving these sub
problems simultaneously the result can be obtained in less time.
In this project I investigate the feasibility of parallel robot navigation. To do
this, I have sought to identify the parallelism inherent in robot navigation. I
immediately recognized that the sensing devices used to help the robot navigate in an
environment should be given a dedicated processor. This is one step towards a parallel
architecture. However, further insights into this robot navigation revealed that a lot of
sub-problems could be broken into small behaviour oriented processes. Each process
stands alone, processing data passed to it by other processes, but unaware of the
existence of the other processes. Nevertheless, each process plays an important part in
solving the total problem. Since each process is very simple to design and implement,
the complexity of the robot navigation system is reduced, but the interaction between
processes can be complex. As the processes are running concurrently, the robot will
respond in real-time to dynamic changes in the environment.
Using this architecture a problem is broken into several behaviour oriented
processes. These processes communicate only to a global process which has the user's
specific commands. Each process can have child processes to further reduce the
complexity of the original process. The architecture as a whole is similar to a tree
structure where a node can be considered as a process and the branches represent
communication links between nodes.
Using this approach, it is possible for other developers to extend the existing
system by adding new processes to broaden the robot's current capabilities. A process
communicates to other processes by exchanging information. Adding a new process

vii

would require new communication links to be added to some processes in order for the
new process to communicate to other processes. This is a significant advantage over
sequential implementations where modifications could mean a major code re-write.
Another advantage of this approach is that it is a decentralized system, which is the
consequence of breaking up large processes into small independent sub-processes. The
bottleneck problem, caused by too many processes wanting to communicate to a single
process is also eliminated because of the nature of a decentralized system.
The results given by this approach have been encouraging. In particular I have
been able to modify some processes in response to external conditions to optimize the
architecture for these conditions. Finally, the system is capable of producing fast
reactions in response to some events, such as following a moving object. This is an
essential ability for navigation in dynamic environments.

vin

Chapter 1
Introduction

In recent years people have worked on programming mobile robots to perform
predetermined tasks in static environments. However, in order to perform in a dynamic
environment a robot will have to interact with its surroundings via environment sensing
devices such as range finders and vision systems. A robot has many processing tasks
which need to be performed quickly and efficiently, e.g a robot has to be able to avoid
moving or stationary obstacles while it is moving in an environment. The amount of
information that can come from external sensors is potentially large. Furthermore, this
information must be sampled frequently enough in order to provide the robot with the
most up to date situation of the environment. The large amount of information which
needs to be retrieved and processed will certainly keep a sequential CPU busy and thus
the robot may not be able to perform satisfactorily in a real-time situation.
Humans face the same problem, we have large quantities of information to
process from our sensors in order to navigate in dynamic environments. Our brain can
process large amounts of information from our sensors quickly and efficiently, yet we
still do not fully understand how the brain performs this process [Hubei 79]. Further
research has discovered that different parts of the brain are responsible for processing
information coming from our sensors [Geschwind 79] [Kolb 85]. These works clearly
indicate that the large quantities of information we receive through our sensors is
distributed and processed simultaneously in different parts of our brain. Perhaps this is
the reason why we have the abilities to perform tasks in parallel, such as walking and
seeing at the same time without great difficulties. The processing method used by our
brain serves as a good model for solving large problem where different tasks are solved
simultaneously, therefore increasing the amount of information that can be processed at
a given time.
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Robots are built and programmed to do useful tasks for human. Some useful
behaviours that a mobile robot should be able to exhibit, while it is moving are:
avoiding stationary and moving obstacles, have the capability of following a leader
(useful for teaching and training tasks), and wall following for map making. These
behaviours may seem to be straightforward, however they consume a lot of processing
time as the amount of information that has to be processed is potentially large. This
report shall illustrate the feasibility of parallel robot navigation by decomposing the
large processing task into smaller processing tasks which can be simultaneously solved
using a multiprocessor system. A collection of simple processes needed, to exhibit the
three different behaviours mentioned above are shown in Figure 1.1. [Brooks 89]
suggested the use of the "subsumption architecture" as a paradigm for building a robust
and easily extensible robot control system. The key idea of this architecture is to build
several layers of control to form a complete control system. Each layer has a certain
competence. The architecture used in this thesis is based on the subsumption
architecture reported by [Brooks 89], where a complete control system is made of
several layers of control. Each layer has a specific degree of competence, thus acquiring
higher competence is equivalent to adding layers of control with more specific
capabilities.

Figure 1.1 Some processes, as building blocks for significant behaviours
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Transputers and the Occam language have been chosen for the implementation
of parallel robot navigation algorithms because of the following features:

•

Transputers allow multiple processes to execute in parallel

•

Each process can communicate with other processes

•

The Occam language supports parallel programming

These unique characteristics of Transputers makes them fit logically into the
design of parallel robot control systems. Transputers allow us to regard a process as a
building block of a larger structure. This LEGO type architecture offers great
flexibilities as processes can be configured in different manners for experimentation
purposes. Furthermore, it can be argued that parallel algorithms will lead to a reduction
in the complexity of the mobile robot navigation task.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 : The Background
A review of parallel processing and ultrasonic range sensing research.
Chapter 3 : The Architecture
A description of the architecture used for the parallel navigation algorithms.
Chapter 4 : The Implementation
A discussion of the implementation details of the architecture.
Chapter 5 : The Results
Presentation of the results of experimentation.
Chapter 6 : The Conclusions.
A discussion of the implications of the results and possible further work.

Chapter 2
The Background
There has been a significant research effort in the past, devoted to developing robot
navigation algorithms. Previous works have mostly centred on sequential architectures,
however as technology advances, multiprocessor systems are being chosen to
implement new architectures. This chapter will discuss previous robot navigation
research work based on both sequential and parallel architectures. Since mobile robot
navigation in unknown environments requires environment sensing devices, some of
these environment sensing devices will also be discussed. Finally, a summary of
previous works will be presented in the last section, and a different approach to solving
robot navigation problems is presented.

2.1 Parallel Architectures

In recent years there has been a trend towards the use of multiprocessor systems for
solving large complex problems. Usually in such cases, several CPUs are distributed
among demanding devices to improve the overall performance of the system. Today's
computers are fast, they can execute up to a billion operations per second (in the case of
supercomputers). As microprocessor technology improves, faster and faster computers
can be built However processing tasks still have to be performed sequentially. This is
due to the nature of the computer architecture, where instructions are executed one after
another. [Moravec 85] suggested that the basic processes of a robot control system
should be able to run concurrently to successfully navigate in dynamic environments.
Such processes would consist of a navigation process which navigates the robot from
one place to another, and a sensing process which detects obstructions. If an obstacle is
detected, an avoidance process would take control until the obstacle was successfully
avoided.
Parallel robot navigation has been investigated by [Kanayama 85] using the
Yamabico series of robots. The processing method used can be described as: One
processor is dedicated to control other processors and is called the "master" module,
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whereas other processors are referred to as "slave” modules. The Yamabico 9 robot has
locomotion, sonar, and speech recognition modules. Each module controls a different
part of the robot, e.g the sonar module is responsible for obtaining range readings from
the robot to obstacles, the locomotion module is responsible for moving the robot as
specified by the user, etc. These modules communicate only to the master module,
which can send commands or receive replies from any module. The master module with
its own operating system acts as the central processing system. The operating system is
used to translate the user's program into a sequence of commands which can be a
combination of sending commands to a module, or receiving replies from a module or
both. An example showing the effectiveness of this processing method is demonstrated
by the "walk along left walls" behaviour [Kanayama 83].
[Brooks 89] suggested, that a robust robot control system should be build based
upon levels of competence. A level of competence can be described as a specific
behaviour that can be exhibited by the robot. Hence, a higher level of competence
corresponds to a more specific behaviour. In this architecture, the level of competence
is reflected in a layer of control system. Each layer consists of several modules which
communicate to each other via communication links. Each layer also has a level of
priority, where a higher level layer can inhibit the output of a lower level layer. The
important advantage of this system is that each layer can be built separately, which
allows each layer to be written and debugged thoroughly without affecting the other
existing layers. Once a layer is completed, higher level layers can be implemented to
improve the overall competence of the robot.
A variation of this architecture was presented by [Hu 89]. In this architecture,
the robot control system is also constructed in layers. However, in contrast to the
[Brooks 89] architecture, a lower level layer can inhibit all other layers above it. The
modules in each layer communicate to other modules via message passing.
Neuroscientific oriented architectures for robot navigation evolved from the
study of the brain. [Arkin 89] described and implemented on a mobile robot the use of
schemas as the basic unit of behaviour specification for the navigation of a mobile
robot. A schema corresponds to a primitive behaviour that can be combined with other
schemas to exhibit more sophisticated behaviours. Schema-based navigation is a
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dynamic network of active schemas, where the configuration of schemas is based on
the robot's current perceptual needs and desired behaviours. The advantage of this
architecture is that there is no need for direct connection between schemas, each schema
contributes independently to the overall goal of the robot, thus eliminating the need for
communication links between schemas. A similar architecture based on neurology has
been simulated by [Nelson 88,89]. In this architecture a simple behaviour is referred to
as agent. Each agent has its own skill capabilities and memories. A typical robot
navigation system would consist of a collection of agents, such as a locomotion agent,
an avoidance agent, etc. There are two types of memories; long term memory (LTM)
and short term memory (STM). LTM can be shared between agents, and it stores global
information (such as the abstracted model of the world) which is required to assist the
performance of agents. While the STM stores temporary information that is being
communicated between agents. To increase the overall performance of the system,
additional skills can be added to agents or more information can be stored in the LTM
and STM.

2.2 Sensing Devices Used for Robot Navigation

To navigate in unknown environments a robot uses its external sensors to detect the
presence or shape of obstacles. There are a few commercially available sensors for
robots, such as:

•

tactile

•

range

•

vision

Tactile sensors are very simple to use, normally they can be found in the form of
microswitches around a robot's bumper [McKerrow 90]. Because contact has to be
made to detect obstacles, this type of sensor is not adequate in an area where contact is
not allowed (e.g. hot obstacles present). This sensor is mostly used in conjunction with
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other environment sensors to halt the robot after colliding with an obstacle that other
sensing devices failed to detect.
Ultrasonic range finders have been very popular due to their low cost, ease of
use and minimal processing requirements. Ultrasonic range finders will be referred to
as sonar for short. Sonar has been used to map the ocean floor. Commercially, sonar is
also used in today's hi-tech cameras for auto-focusing. Sonar works under a simple
principle, it emits echoes (sound waves) and then waits for the reflected echo. The timeof-flight principle can then be applied to calculate the distance to the object (distance is
equal to the speed of sound multiplied by the time-of-flight). To produce the transmitted
signal, the sonar is pulsed a number of times in succession [Nicholson 88]:

8 pulses at 60KHz
8 pulses at 57KHz
16 pulses at 53KHz
24 pulses at 50KHz.

This gives a total of 56 pulses, and lasts for about 1 millisecond. The reason for
these mixed frequencies is that some materials may absorb one of the frequencies,
hence as long as there are multiple frequencies being pulsed out, then some of the
outgoing signal should return. The principle underlying the time-of-flight is shown in
Figure 2.1.
OBJECT
SONAR

pulse leaves sonar (t = 0)

hit object and reflect (t = T)

---------------------------------------------------------------- ►

i----------------------------------------------------return pulse hits sonar (t = 2T)
Figure 2.1 Time-of-flight principle
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Before we discuss the application of sonar in robotics it is necessary to
understand the weaknesses of sonar systems, and how sonar should be used to reduce
errors. Real world factors intervene when a robot uses the distance measured by sonar
sensors to construct spatial distance maps or detect obstacles from a scanning position.
Problems related to sonar sensors include: temperature sensitivity, false reflection, and
beam spread.
As sonar is sensitive to temperature and humidity, it can give different
measurements if readings are sampled at different temperatures [Flynn 88]. This error
can be corrected by equipping the robot with a temperature sensor, thus the sonar
readings can be adjusted based on feedback from the temperature sensing device.
Secondly, as sonar inherits the property of sound waves, it can exhibit specular
reflection, resulting in incorrect readings (refer to Figure 2.2). Objects with high
absorbency can not be detected by sonar (refer to Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.2 Reflections can result in inaccurate reading

Figure 2.3 Some objects absorb sound waves, making them invisible to sonar
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False reflections occur when the incident angle of the sonar beam is greater than
the critical angle of reflection. One way to solve this problem is to require a robot to re
orient itself, until the sonars used are perpendicular to the obstacle. Sonar beam spread
also creates a number of problems [Zelinsky 88], obstacles can be perceived to be
wider, openings appear to be closed. By moving the robot closer to the obstacle, beam
spread problems can be minimised as the resulting readings are more accurate due to the
minimized effect of beam spread. These problems are illustrated in Figure 2.4. The
beam spread problem can be solved by reducing the spread of sonar beam. [Crowley
85] used a focusing horn to reduce the sonar beam spread. However, reducing the
beam spread can cause a higher incidence of the false reflection problem, as shown in
Figure 2.5.

AB is the distance to he measured
AC is the distance measured
e The incident angle
P The critical angle of reflection

Obstacle appears
to be vider

Openings appear
to be closed

Figure 2.4 False reflection and beam spread problems

Figure 2.5 Reducing sonar beam spread also creates problem
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Although sonar has disadvantages, it still is one of the most popular sensing
devices to be used. Much of the time a mobile robot is only interested in the distances
between itself and objects. This information can be used directly for path planning
activities. This project requires a robot to have the ability to measure distances to
surrounding obstacles. Sonar has been chosen to fulfil this measuring requirement,
because it offers results with minimal processing, which is ideal for a real-time
navigation system.
Vision systems, despite their complexity, has been used widely in robot
navigation [Moravec 80], [Chen 89], [Kanade 89], [Dickmanns 88], and [Faugeras
88]. These systems have disadvantages such as: light dependency, computational
expense, and difficulty in achieving real time results. One of the earliest reported works
on robot navigation using a vision system is the Stanford cart [Moravec 80]. The cart
had a single a TV camera as the only device used to perceive the environment. The
intention of the study was to make the cart perform obstacle avoidance using vision,
however the system was too slow for a real-time navigation system. More elaborate
vision systems have since been developed. The research reported by [Chen 89] and
[Kanade 89] concentrate on 3-D images which can be used for vision oriented
navigation, such as road following. Road following by vision faces the problem of
shadows covering sign pattern. [Chen 89] eliminates shadow by recognizing the colour
characteristics of shadow in an image. [Dickmanns 88] uses a 4D-approach to
efficiently control an autonomous land vehicle using vision system, the method has
been successfully tested on the test vehicle VaMoRs. This method used the recursive
feature-based state estimation to process images in real-time situations. The significant
difference between the 4D-approach with previous approaches is that the 4D-approach
is numerically very efficient, hence standard computers are used for image processing.
The later works by [Dickmanns 88], [Chen 89], and [Kanade 89] focused on
recognizing specific features of images and using them as a reference in road following.
However, road following is a constrained problem with dedicated expensive hardware,
and these techniques can not be extended directly to general robot navigation. [Faugeras
88] used trinocular stereo vision for indoor mobile robot navigation. The vision system
is required to be able to plan motions, identify objects, and capable of computing
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motions of objects. To process and capture images in real-time, a specialized hardware
(DMA, Depth and Motion Analysis) was developed. The system as yet has not achieved
real-time results.
Vision systems provide expensive solutions, requiring complex algorithms to
extract the required range information, and this is reflected in the large memory required
and the processing time needed. Based on these considerations, sonar is used in the
implementation of this project instead of vision.

2.3 Sonar-Based Navigation

To navigate in a dynamic environment a robot must be capable of detecting objects and
avoiding collision with objects while at the same time trying to reach its goal position.
The obstacle avoidance capability is a very basic and a most important real-time ability
that a robot must possess.
An approach to robot navigation using sonar was presented by [Borenstein 88].
The underlying principle of this approach is to sweep an obstacle to its left and right, to
find two edges of the obstacle. The robot used by [Borenstein 88] is equipped with two
sonar sensors to detect obstacles, to provide information to go around the obstacle.
There are two distinct modes of operation, scanning mode and measuring mode.
Scanning mode operates whenever the robot moves forward, in this mode range
readings from the two sonars are sampled regularly, and an obstacle is detected by the
following condition being satisfied:

IF (current reading < threshold) AND (current reading < previous reading) THEN
an obstacle has been found
END IF

The robot will stop once an obstacle has been found, and the measuring mode is
activated. In this mode, the two edges of an obstacle are obtained by sweeping 70° to
the left and right and sampling at every 2°. A scan to the left (shown by the direction of
the arc, Figure 2.6) will detect the right edge of the obstacle, similarly with a scan to the
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right. A close to far transition between subsequent readings found while scanning the
obstacle indicates the presence of an edge. This information can be used to build a map
of the environment, or to modify the existing map.

•

•

11

10

9 8
• ♦

Vertical v ail

12

SI and S2 are sonar sensors
A transition from close to far
(point 9 and 10) indicates the
presence of an edge

The robot is equipped with microswitch detection collision sensors, should the
sonars fail. The robot collision recovery steps are: move backwards, turn to the right
and move forward again. The approach described above can be easily extended to
systematically map an environment. Sonar inaccuracies have also been considered
explicitly by the authors, this is reflected in the collision recovery steps where errors
can be corrected by scanning from a more favourable angle. A disadvantage of this
approach is the excessive number of sonar sweeps that must be performed in a cluttered
environment. Furthermore, there is a chance of a false reflection problem when the
robot has reached its temporary goal position. After reaching the temporary goal the
robot changes its heading direction to face the direction of the current goal. Depending
on the orientation of the obstacle, the robot may not be able to detect the side of the
obstacle due to its scanning from an unfavourable angle (refer to Figure 2.7). Although
the robot has the ability to recover after colliding with an obstacle, it is undesirable to
collide with obstacles, particularly if these obstacles are human.
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A heuristic approach to robot navigation has been discussed by [Chattergy 85].
The approach used to avoid obstacle is called "barrier following" where a robot will
follow an obstacle until a break is found. This method, however, has the disadvantage
that the robot may unnecessarily backtrack. The author proposed an augmented strategy
which utilizes an "image point" and an "image path" to navigate a robot in unknown
environments (refer to Figure 2.8 for an example).
13

.• G

A barrier blb2 is located between the robot Ro and the goal G. Then II is the
mirror image of R1 across blb2. As the robot moves along the path R1R2 following
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the barrier, it computes an image path 1113. The advantage of using the image path is
that it can serve as a ball of imaginary string to bring the robot back towards the goal if
the robot wanders away from the goal. This method, being heuristic, can not be proven
to be better than other approaches nor can it be exhaustively tested and can therefore fail
[Chattergy 85].
Sonar sensors have been used for localization purposes [Drumheller 87]
[Leonard 89]. [Drumheller 87] introduced the concept of the 'sonar barrier test' to
eliminate noise in the sonar profile caused by false reflections. This test checks whether
the proposed location of the robot is consistent with the fact that sonar beams do not
penetrate known objects. [Leonard 89] utilized the position of sonar sensors, points of
significant features, for the robot to locate itself. These features are used to precisely
locate the robot in a known environment. Since the robot can always find its absolute
position in an environment, errors caused by wheel slippage or calculation errors can be
corrected.
Sonar has also been used for environment mapping [Elfes 87] [Zelinsky 88].
There are two main problems in using sonar for robot navigation, i.e the beam spread
and false reflection. Beam spread can be minimized by moving the robot closer to the
object [Zelinsky 88]. Since the scan is performed at close range, the resulting readings
are more reliable due to the minimal effect of beam spread. [Zelinsky 88] used an
extended version of the [Drumheller 87] "sonar barrier test" to eliminate false
reflections. The sonar barrier test is performed in the following manner: when the robot
is located near an obstacle, a sonar scan is performed. This scan will produce a tracking
edge which can be hypothetically expanded to the direction where the obstacle's edges
are unknown. This hypothetical edge can then be used to verify the readings from
neighbouring sensors. Readings that are far behind this edge indicate the possible
presence of false reflections. [Elfes 87] introduced the terms "probably empty" and
"somewhere occupied" to describe 3D spaces. The probability density functions are
based on the beam geometry of the sensitivity pattern of the sensor. An environment
map is built by combining together information from the probability density function
derived from each sensor. The information is then projected onto a two dimensional
probability map, where empty or occupied areas are represented. However, this method
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does not cancel out false reflection which have been projected onto the environment
map. This creates difficulties in accurately identifying obstacle surfaces.

2.4 Conclusion and Project goals

Different methods of navigation based on sonar sensing have been described, including
the locating of the edges of an obstacle [Borenstein 88] to plan a path around the
obstacle. However, if a robot is not required to learn its environment then it is not
necessary to obtain the obstacle's edges. The heuristic approach described by
[Chattergy 85] is more suitable for robots that do not possess a map of the
environment. Other methods by [Elfes 87], [Zelinsky 88], and [Leonard 89] are more
suitable for environment mapping. A variation of [Chattergy 85]'s method is used in
this thesis to implement Obstacle Avoidance behaviour. This thesis will implement a
low level navigation system, where the existance of a higher level path planner is
assumed. Thus a simple method of obstacle avoidance is adequate at this level.
Producing accurate navigation actions in a robot, based on environment sensing
is hard due to the error factors inherent in the sensing devices. However, by fusing
together some of the sensors, results from one sensor can be compared to the others to
correct each other. The approach of combining different sensors together has been
investigated by [Chatila 89], [Ayache 88], [Flynn 88], and [Leonard 89]. However, in
this thesis, fusing different sensors is not considered. To reduce uncertainties in sonar
sensor, robust algorithms are investigated.
Robots are required to respond quickly and efficiently in a dynamic
environment. The efficient design of the robot's architecture plays an important role.
[Kanayama 85] introduced the concept of "master" and "slave" modules for an
intelligent robot architecture. The "master" module controls the "slave" modules
through its operating system. This centralized approach has a disadvantage, i.e it can
cause bottleneck problem if there are too many "slave" modules.
A remedy to this situation would be to further break up the "master" module into
several modules. Each module is responsible for some lower level tasks. This
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decentralized approach can reduce the communication bandwidth required by the
"master" module. The principal architecture used in this work can be described as a tree
structure, where a node represents a process and the branches represent communication
links between the processing nodes. Using this architecture, a problem is broken into
several behaviour oriented processes. These processes communicate only to a global
process which handles the user interface and the selection of robot behaviours. Each
process has child processes which assist the parent's processing task. A hierarchy of
these processes is shown in Figure 2.9. There is no central process in this architecture,
each process simply does its own job and contributes in some way to improve the
overall performance of the robot. Because each process is independent of other
processes, adding, deleting or modifying a process will have no direct effect on other
processes.
The three architecture issues this thesis will address are:
One, is to design and implement independent processes that make up three
specific behaviours, namely: "Obstacle Avoidance", "Follow the Leader", and "Wall
Following". The behaviours consist of concurrent processes, some of these processes
may require information from the same source. Therefore it is necessary to have a
parent process responsible for distributing global information, such as sonar readings,
to the child processes. This approach will eliminate the bottleneck problem.
Secondly, the architecture (shown in Figure 2.9) should be flexible to
accommodate further extensions to the existing system, such as adding new
behaviours.
Finally, these processes should be able to operate concurrently to allow real-time
performance of the robot navigation system.
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Chapter 3
The Architecture

The architecture described here is for a low level robot control system, which can be
implemented on a multiprocessor system. A higher level robot control system is able to
send commands to the low level robot control system to perform specific tasks.
Therefore, a high level robot control system can, for example, plan a path to a goal
position and feed this information to the low level robot control system to perform the
safe execution of the planned path.

3.1 Obstacle Avoidance

3.1.0 Specification of Obstacle Avoidance
In this behaviour the robot is expected to be able to move from one location to another
safely. It is assumed that a higher level path planner is exist and have planned the paths
to be taken. If, however, the robot is given no goal location to go to, it will do nothing
and wait for further commands. If a goal is given, the robot will try to reach its goal
position while at the same time avoiding moving or stationary obstacles detected in the
path to the goal.
Basically there are two types of obstacles, moving and stationary. A robot
moving to a given location, may on the way detect a moving obstacle crossing the
robot's path. This particular obstacle may only be temporarily obstructing the path.
However, a chair detected lying in the robot's path may well always be there, hence it is
a stationary obstacle. Since the robot is expected to behave intelligently in dynamic
environments, it is essential to be able to distinguish moving obstacles from stationary
obstacles as this might minimize avoidance motion. If an object is recognized as a
moving object then there is no need to perform obstacle avoidance since the robot can
stop and wait for the obstacle to pass.
The presence of obstacles is detected by the sonar sensing array onboard the
LABMATE mobile robot. While a robot is moving from position A to position B one of
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two possible situations will arise. Firstly the path from A to B is obstacle free, i.e no
obstacle is detected to be lying in the path to the goal. Secondly, the robot might detect
obstacles while trying to reach its goal. In this case, the robot has to plan an alternative
path to the goal. Since a heuristic obstacle avoidance method is used, an alternative path
may or may not be found. The worst possible case would be when the robot is
surrounded by obstacles, thus no path can be found to the goal. However, this is an
exceptional case. The avoidance method used by the robot is the Wall Following
behaviour. A related aspect regarding the obstacle avoidance is the velocity of the robot
while it is moving from one location to another.lt would be desirable to have a robot
motion where acceleration and deceleration is smooth. This type of motion can be
obtained from the feedback of the distance to objects and goals.

3.1.1 Obstacle Avoidance Architecture
Obstacle Avoidance behaviour can be decomposed into two sub-behaviours: wait until
the obstacle moves, and take a detour around the obstacle (refer to Figures 3.1 and 3.2
respectively). In both cases the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour assumes that a high level
planner (in this case it is the User process) has planned a collision free path to the goal.
The simplest form of Obstacle Avoidance behaviour is to stop and wait indefinitely until
the obstacle moves. This can be illustrated as a person driving in a city, where the goal
is to reach the office. However, as the driver approaches a red traffic light, the driver
must slow down and come to a stop. This behaviour can be divided into two basic
processes, the Pilot process and the Velocity process. The Pilot process provides the
direction of movement, and the Velocity process provides the smooth motion from one
location to another. An extension of this behaviour would be to include a co-pilot
process, where alternative movement directions could be obtained, e.g take another
street to avoid the red light.
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Assuming the existence of a process that stores the user's selection, the
architecture shown in Figure 3.1 illustrates the first level of competence. Each ellipse
represents a process which runs concurrently with other processes, and is independent
of other processes. The arcs represent the flow of communications between processes.
Desired goal positions are the input values to the Pilot process, which will compute the
necessary heading direction. The Velocity process gets its data from both the Sonar and
Pilot processes, this data is required to compute the appropriate velocity to ensure
smooth motion. The Sonar process is responsible for obtaining a range reading, and to
perform a simple test to see if the robot is outside a threshold range RMIN of an
obstacle. If the test fails the Sonar process will issue a halt command to the robot which
will inhibit all other commands, thus ensuring no collision can take place. The halt
command will be be cleared if the robot is no longer in close proximity with obstacles,
or the robot issues a collision avoidance command e.g. turning away from the obstacle.
The Robot process is responsible for maintaining the communication flow between the
robot and other processes. Since more than one process can communicate to the Robot
process at the same time, a synchronizing mechanism is needed. The Motion process
synchronizes inputs to the Robot process. This parallel architecture can be used to
navigate a robot from one location to another safely, without collision.
One possible way of acquiring higher competence is by adding, to the existing
system (Figure 3.1), a process that can perform obstacle avoidance. Refer to Figure
3.2; note the similarity between the two systems. The Avoid process can be described
as a co-pilot process, it computes alternative paths to the goal location based on the
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robot's knowledge about the obstacle. The Avoid process, temporarily, suppresses
signals from the Pilot process, until the robot can proceed to the goal location without
colliding with the obstacle. The Avoid process reacts when a stationary or moving
obstacle is detected within a threshold range.When a moving obstacle is detected within
the threshold range, the robot will stop and wait for a set period of time. If the obstacle
moves away, the robot will continue moving towards the goal. Otherwise the robot will
perform obstacle avoidance. As already mentioned in section 2.4, a variation to
[Chattergy 85]'s heuristic approach is chosen for obstacle avoidance. [Chattergy 85]'s
heuristic method bears a strong resemblance to the "walk along left walls" behaviour
[Kanayama 83]. The primary principle of these approaches is to make the robot move
alongside an arbitrarily shaped object. To reduce the amount of code to be written and
to reduce complexity, it was decided that the Wall Following behaviour could also be
used for navigation around an obstacle. Further discussion on wall following is
presented in section 3.3. The interaction between the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour and
the Wall Following behaviour can be described as: Whenever the robot detects an
obstacle, the robot changes its behaviour from the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour to the
Wall Following behaviour. The Obstacle Avoidance behaviour resumes control when
the robot can "see" its goal again.

Figure 3.2 Obstacle avoidance architecture
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3.1.2 Velocity Control
A straight line motion between one location and another can be described as two
different types of controlled motion: bang-bang type motion (Figure 3.3) and velocity
feedback motion (Figure 3.4). The bang-bang type motion is normally used for quick
locomotion. This has the advantage that the robot will travel in the fastest possible time,
as the robot will reach the maximum allowable velocity in the shortest time possible,
and reach zero velocity in the same manner. This type of motion is used in conjunction
with the Sonar process. As the robot travels at a specified speed, it will try to decelerate
as fast as is physically possible whenever a halt command is issued by the Sonar
process; this results in an uncomfortable jerky motion. The Sonar process issues a halt
command whenever an object is sensed within RMIN of the robot.
This is tolerable if the robot has a low maximum velocity. However, for robots
that have a high maximum velocity a controlled, velocity motion is more desirable as
this can prevent damage. The LABMATE motor control system has the ability to
perform acceleration and deceleration. An effective velocity control strategy is used to
control the LAB MATE'S velocity as it approaches a goal or an obstacle. The desired
velocity and the desired acceleration are set initially by the user. However the Velocity
process can modify the acceleration in response to unexpected conditions that require
the robot to stop (Figure 3.4). The mechanism for controlling velocity can be described
as follows: Whenever the robot is moving in its planned trajectory, the Sonar process
continuously measures the distance Do to the nearest obstacle in front of the robot. The
Velocity process continuously calculates the distance from the robot to the current goal
position Dg.

IF min(Do,Dg) <= d+RMIN THEN
decelerate until the robot's velocity matches the obstacle's velocity
ELSE
accelerate until the user specified velocity is reached
END IF
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Guided by this velocity control strategy, the robot can be controlled with smooth
motions.
v = at
Velocity
+

3~ ^
v h e re :
v - velocity
a - acceleration
t- time
s - distance
d - minimum distance to reached target's velocity
dm - shortest distance possible to decelerate to zero velocity
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Figure 3.3 Trapezoidal curve for bang-bang control motion
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Figure 3.4 Trapezoidal curve for velocity controlled motion
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3.2 Follow The Leader

3.2.0 The Specification of Follow the L eader
To follow a leading obstacle, e.g. human, the robot must be able to maintain its position
at a fixed distance behind the leader i.e match the leader's velocity. Secondly, the robot
must also be able to detect if the leader is changing direction. There are a number of
possible situations which can arise while following a leader. If the leader suddenly
accelerates from its current velocity, the robot must be able to detect the change and
respond accordingly. If the leader starts to decelerate, this is reflected by the drop in the
distance from the robot to the leader, the robot must also be able to reduce its velocity.
If, however, the leader accelerates too fast, and the robot is not able to keep the leader
within sensing range (dfl , df2), the robot will stop, and wait for further commands.
The value of dfl and dfl are determined experimentally, and is discussed in the results
chapter.

3.2.1 Follow the L eader A rchitecture
The ability of a mobile robot to follow a leader has a wide area of commercial
applications, such as an automatic trolley that can follow a customer while the customer
is shopping in a supermarket. An extension to this behaviour would be to teach the
robot a specific path. Thus instead of manually punching in data via a teach pendant, the
robot could follow a person walking from one position to another and memorize the
path for playback later on.

Figure 3.5 Follow the Leader behaviour
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Because the movement of the leader is not restricted to straight line motions, the
leader can either turn to the left or right, a following robot must be able to turn in the
same direction as the leader while at the same time maintain the forward velocity. The
two sonars at the front of the robot are used to calculate the leader's velocity, and at the
same time also used for determining the position of the leader, the architecture of this
behaviour is shown in Figure 3.5. This problem bears a strong resemblance to the
Obstacle Avoidance behaviour (refer to Figure 3.1). The Pilot process described in
Figure 3.1 had only one stationary goal in mind, however in the Follow the Leader
behaviour the goal is moving. Therefore the Pilot process must be modified to find the
direction the leader is moving in. To reduce the complexity of the Pilot process, this
process is decomposed into two separate processes: Track and Align processes. The
Follow process is similar to the Velocity process, however in this case the robot's
velocity is matched to the leader's velocity, instead of matching the zero velocity of the
stationary obstacle.
The ideal velocity for a robot while it is following a leader is to match the
leader's velocity. To find the velocity of the leader we need to calculate the distance
travelled by the leader over a time-frame. The velocity of the leader can then be
calculated as the distance travelled divided by the time-frame. The robot can then adjust
its velocity to be equal to the object's velocity (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6 Robot's velocity and robot's path

Directional steering for the robot is provided by the Track and Align processes. Figure
3.7 illustrate the three different situations which can arise, while following a leader.
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sl - left sensor
s2 - right sensor
H

sonar beam spread
| intersection o f two sonar beam spread

B

leader
Figure 3.7 Tracking a moving leader

In Figure 3.7A, the leader is centred between the two sensors. This results in the
readings from both front sensors being approximately the same. Hence the Align
process will calculate the orientation of the leader based on these readings , and adjust
the robot's position accordingly. If the leader starts to turn to the left as shown in
Figure 3.7B, the left sensor will report a significantly shorter range than the right
sensor. The Track process will react to this and it will begin turning the robot to the left.
A similar situation arises when the leader turns to the right as shown in Figure 3.7C.
The Track process reacts by turning the robot to the right. The amount of turn to the left
or right is unspecified, i.e the robot will keep turning to the left or right until the leader
is seen by both sensors.
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3.3 Wall Following

3.3.0 The Specification of Wall Following
A possible robot navigation task is to map an environment. The Wall Following
behaviour can serve this purpose. However, in this case it is used in localizing while
executing paths in a corridor. The Wall Following behaviour can be defined as a robot
moving alongside a wall at a distance, using the sonar sensors on the left side of the
robot. A wall is assumed to be a flat surface detected by the sonar, thus a box is also
assumed to be a short wall. The first problem is to find the wall, this is done by moving
forward until a wall is detected. Once a wall is found, the robot turns on its axis a
sufficient angle to the right so that its left side is perpendicular to the wall {angle is the
orientation of the wall detected by the sonar sensors with respect to the orientation of
the robot). While a wall is being followed, the robot will encounter a number of
situations. Firstly, the robot may detect a wall in front of itself, in this situation the
robot will turn to the right. If the wall disappears, the robot will gradually turn to the
left until another wall is detected. However, if the robot fails to detect anything within
its workable range, it will stop and wait for further commands. To handle different
contours of the wall being followed, the robot will constantly measure the distance to
the wall. Variation of the measured distance to the wall will trigger certain actions, to
keep the robot a fixed distance from the wall.

3.3.1 Wall Following Architecture
The architecture of the Wall Following behaviour is shown in Figure 3.8. The biggest
problem with wall following are sonar sensing problems of false reflections, and beam
spread.
To successfully navigate in an unknown environment or alongside a wall, the
robot must reduce uncertainty in sonar readings. The beam spread problem can be
minimized by scanning at close range to the wall [Zelinsky 88]. The resulting readings
are measured more accurately due to the minimal effect of beam spread. The same
principle is applied to the Wall Following behaviour, where the distance dw to the wall
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is kept small. The value of dw is determined experimentally, and is discussed in the
results chapter.

The other problem related to this behaviour is to correctly determine the contour
of the wall. Most walls are flat surfaced, however sonar readings vary from time to
time, the variations are generally small. A simple way to solve this problem is to take
an average of the readings taken. However one large false reflection will affect the
average value in a severe manner.
[Wang 87] introduced the "least median of squares" (LMS) technique to estimate
the distance from the robot to a wall. This method finds the midpoint of the narrowest
cluster of readings covering half of the observations, e.g for a sample of 5
observations: 1, 2, 3, 9, 10 ; the shortest half interval is (1,3) and the LMS estimator is
2 which is the midpoint of the interval. The number of observations, n, can be adjusted
according to the application requirements. In an environment where a robot is required
to make constant adjustments, a smaller number of observations can be used. To
illustrate the use of number of observations lets consider the following example using
the sample given above. The estimator will not react when 2 abnormal readings (9 and
10) are received (50% breakdown point). However, when three consecutive abnormal
readings are received, the estimator would react to the changes. Similarly, for other
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values of w, it would take (n / 2)+l changes to convince the estimator that the
environment has changed. The simulation studies conducted by [Wang 87] show that
this method produce consistent results and can be used as a robust wall estimator.
However, this method has a number of serious drawbacks which will be discussed in
the results chapter.
The wall following architecture shown in Figure 3.8 is derived from 'walk
along left walls' by [Kanayama 83]. The Wall process monitors the front wall,

IF a wall in front of the robot THEN
get the orientation a of the wall
turn the robot a degree to the right
END IF

Other situations which might arise are handled by the TooClose, TooFar and Align
processes. For example: [Kanayama 83] deals with the disappearance of the left wall by
turning 90° to the left after moving forward a certain distance. However, by using the
architecture shown in Figure 3.8, this test can be eliminated because the TooFar process
is capable of steering the robot around comers.
The TooClose process is a behaviour which reacts by moving away from a wall
which is closer than dw-e (Figure 3.9B). Once the robot has moved away from the
wall, the robot is no longer parallel to the wall. The Align process will take care of this
problem by re-aligning the robot to the wall (shown by the arrow in Figure 3.9B). The
TooFar behaviour reacts in the opposite way to the TooClose behaviour as shown in
Figure 3.9C. The TooFar process moves towards the wall which is further than dw+e.
Again, the Align process will re-align the robot to the wall.
The TooClose and TooFar processes are used to keep the robot in a fixed
corridor distance away from the wall, while the Align process is used to provide the
necessary alignment to the wall as shown in Figure 3.9B,C. The TooClose or TooFar
processes react only when the robot is outside the distance interval (d-e , d+e) from the
wall. This leaves a corridor of width 2e, in which the robot is assumed to be at
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sufficient distance away from the wall, and only needs re-alignment. The value of dw
and e is determined experimentally and will be discussed in the results chapter.

3l,s2 - sonar sensors
d - fixed distance from the vail
sonar beam spread
vail
obstacle
Figure 3.9 Wall Following situations

Unlike the Follow the Leader behaviour, where the front sensors are handled by
one process, the Track process. The sensors si and s2 in the Wall Following behaviour
are handled separately by two similar processes. This is because the TooClose and the
TooFar processes use two different sets of sonar range readings. The reason is because
the TooClose process should not be given readings that has been processed by the LMS
estimator. This will be disscussed in the Results chapter.
As already mentioned in section 3.1, the Wall Following behaviour can be used
to navigate the robot around arbitrarily shaped obstacles. This method may be
diagrammatically represented in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Avoiding obstacle using Wall Following behaviour

Whenever the robot finds an obstacle, the Wall Following behaviour will take
control. A termination condition has to be imposed on this behaviour, this condition is
determined by the current heading direction of the robot and the turn required to line up
with the current goal position. Let's assume H to be the robot's heading direction. If the
turn required to line up the current goal position lies in the range (H - 45° , H + 45°)
then the current goal position is assumed to be reachable, provided that the left sensors
do not detect any obstacles within RMIN in the direction of the goal in the range
(H + 1° , H + 45°). Similarly for the right sensors in the direction of the goal in the
range (H - 45° , H - 1°). If the turn required is equal to H then goal is reachable
regardless of the left and right sensors; thus terminating the Wall Following behaviour.
After successfully navigating past the obstacle, the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour will
take control and navigate the robot to the goal.
This method is straightforward, nevertheless it is reasonable as a low level
avoidance capability. If this technique should fail, it is assumed that the robot control
system can call upon a higher level path planner.

Chapter 4
The Implementation

This chapter will explain the implementation details and will outline the algorithms used
to achieve the three navigational behaviours. Section 4.1 will describe the interaction of
simple behaviours to form "intelligent" behaviours. Interfacing the mobile robot and the
environment sensing devices to a network of Transputers is explained in section 4.2.
Section 4.3 explains the distribution of the computational processes amongst processors
in the Transputer network. Section 4.4 explains the communication channels required
between processes which are resident within one Transputer and processes which
reside on separate Transputers. Section 4.5 explains how the Sonar processing task
measures distances to objects surrounding the robot and pass them to other processes.
Section 4.6 explains how the Robot processing task executes commands from the
Sonar and the User processing task. Finally, the User processing task is described in
Section 4.7.

4.1 Interaction of Behaviours

The implementation of the navigational behaviours is based on the decomposition of
each behaviour task into small processes. Each process performs a simple task. These
small processes when combined together, form an "intelligent" behaviour. For example
movement of the robot from one location to another can be performed by combining the
Velocity and the Pilot processes together. The Velocity process controls velocity of the
robot. The Pilot process finds the angle of turn required to turn the robot to face the
direction of goal position. To move the robot around an obstacle can be achieved by
combining the TooClose and TooFar processes. The TooClose process pushes the
robot away from an obstacle, while the TooFar process pulls the robot closer to the
obstacle. Together, these two processes can control the movement of the robot to move
around an obstacle, thus exhibiting the Wall Following behaviour.
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Therefore, when the robot encounters an obstacle while moving from one
location to another, using the Velocity and the Pilot processes the robot can avoid an
obstacle by exhibiting the Wall Following behaviour. The process works as follows:
deactivate the Velocity and Pilot processes, turn to the right until the robot's left side is
parallel to the obstacle, and then activate TooClose and TooFar processes. When the
path to the goal location is clear, the robot deactivates the TooClose and TooFar
processes, and activates the Velocity and Pilot processes again. Thus, exhibiting the
Obstacle Avoidance behaviour. Detailed explanation of how these processes
communicate with each other to exhibit other behaviours is described in Sections 4.5,
4.6, and 4.7.

4.2 Interfacing the Transputer to External Devices

There are two methods to connect Transputers to external devices for real-time control
systems. They are:

•

connecting devices to the address bus of the Transputer

•

connecting devices to the built-in serial links of the Transputer

The first method requires PORTs to be defined and device registers to be
mapped at the appropriate addresses in memory. However, this method requires a
customized board to be built to hold the processor, memory and I/O devices required
for an application. The second approach uses the the bi-directional serial links of the
Transputer for communication with I/O ports. These serial links provide support for
communication between Transputers and external devices. Full duplex communication
is provided by the INMOS link adapter chip. The serial links convert bi-directional
serial link data into parallel data streams.
The implementation of the serial link interface, [Milway 90], utilizes the
MC69701 8-bit microprocessor, which acts as a programmable I/O controller for the
ports. The implementation incorporates the IMS CO12 link adapter. The serial link
interface uses a two byte protocol to communicate with the Transputer system. The first
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byte is treated as a command, while the second byte is the data byte. The available
commands and the circuit diagram are listed in Appendix D.
Two of these external serial link interfaces were built, incorporating the IMS
CO12 link adapter [Milway 90], refer to Figure 4.1. The serial link interfaces were
connected to the LABMATE mobile robot and the sonar ranging system.
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Figure 4.1 Overview of link-adapter interface

4.3 The Implementation of the Architecture

The architecture was implemented on a network of three Transputers. The three
Transputers were used to implement the three behaviours (refer to Figure 4.2).
T800

T800

T800
Figure 4.2 Three Transputers
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The LAB MATE mobile robot was used to investigate and implement all three
parallel behaviours. The three Transputers used will be referred to as:

•

User Transputer

•

Sonar Transputer

•

Robot Transputer

The processes which were responsible for the user interface, the Obstacle
Avoidance, Follow the Leader, and the Wall Following behaviours were mapped onto
the User Transputer. The Sonar process responsible for obtaining range readings,
resides on the Sonar Transputer, and the Robot process is mapped onto the Robot
Transputer and it is responsible for the control of the robot's motion, and obtaining the
robot's status information i.e. position and velocity (position and velocity information
is derived from the encoder information on the drive wheels of the robot). The
LABMATE mobile robot is equipped with an array of eight sonar sensors arranged in a
ring configuration. Two sonar sensors are located on each of the LABMATE's four
sides. This arrangement allows the front sensors to be used to detect obstacles, while
the left sensors are used to detect walls or other objects. Pictures of the LABMATE and
its sonar sensors configuration are shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.4. The physical
connections employed for the experiments are shown in Figure 4.3.
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4.4 The Communication Channels

The global communication channels used between the processes mapped onto the
separate Transputers is shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Global channels

4.4.1 C om m unication channels between User and Robot T ransputers
The channel 'user.to.robot' and 'robot.to.user' is used for exchanging information
between the User and Robot Transputers (refer to Appendix B.l for detailed channel
information). The 'user.to.robot' channel is used by the processes mapped onto the
User Transputer to send command requests to the processes mapped onto the Robot
Transputer. The 'robot.to.user' channel is used by the Robot Transputer to send replies
to the processes mapped onto the User Transputer. The type of command requests that
can be sent down the 'user.to.robot' channel are summarized as follows:
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Channel user.to.robot
turn the robot
set the robot's velocity
set the robot's acceleration
emergency stop
request robot's position or velocity
terminate processes mapped on the Robot Transputer
end of channel declaration

Information which can be passed through the 'robot.to.user' channel:

channel robot.to.user
robot position
robot velocity
end of channel declaration

Refer to Appendix B.l for details about the information which can be passed through
user.to.robot and robot.to.user channels.

4.4.2 Communication Channels between User and Sonar Transputers
The User Transputer can communicate with the Sonar Transputer via the
'user.to.sonar' and 'sonar.to.user' channels (refer to Appendix B.2 for detailed channel
information). The channel 'user.to.sonar' only consists of commands to the processes
mapped onto the Sonar Transputer. A summary of the information flow on the
'user.to.sonar' channel is as follows:
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Channel user.to.sonar
request sonar range readings
filter the sonar readings
set a threshold value
monitor specific sonar sensors
terminate processes mapped onto the Sonar Transputer
end of channel declaration
Channel sonar.to.user
send sonar range readings
End of channel declaration

Refer to Appendix B.2 for details about the information which can be passed through
user.to.sonar and sonar.to.user channels.

4.4.3 Communication channel between Sonar and Robot Transputers
The Sonar Transputer can send a halt command to the Robot Transputer to stop the
robot, if the test carried out in the Sonar Transputer confirms that an obstacle has been
found in the range RMIN of the robot. The channel 'sonar.to.robot' is used for this
purpose. This channel can be summarized as:

Channel sonar.to.robot
halt the robot
clear halt
end of channel declaration

Refer to Appendix B.3 for details of the information which can be passed through
sonar.to.robot channel.
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4.5 The Sonar Process

The Sonar process is implemented on the Sonar Transputer. Successful navigation in
unknown environments depends on the sampling rate of the robot's sensors. To ensure
sufficient sampling rate, the Sonar process is implemented on a separate Transputer.
The Sonar process consists of two distinct processing tasks; sample the sonar range
readings, and responding to requests for sonar range data. Therefore, the Sonar process
is sub-divided into two separate parallel processes; the Read and the HandleUser
processes. The task of the Read process is to sample sonar range readings, the task of
the HandleUser process is to handle requests from the User process. Since the two
processes are running concurrently on a powerful T800 Transputer (1Mb of RAM, and
a 32-bit microprocessor), the Sonar process will easily be able to process all sonar
range readings and pass them onto other processes. Figure 4.6 illustrates the interaction
between processes mapped on the Sonar Transputer. The main algorithm for the Sonar
process is described as follows (refer to Appendix E.3.3 for details of the Occam code):

Process Sonar (sonar.to.robot)
PARALLEL
1: Read(handleuser.to.read, read.to.handleuser)
2: HandleUser(user.to.sonar, sonar.to.user, sonar.to.robot,
handleuser.to.read, read.to.handleuser)
END PARALLEL
E nd Process

The parallel construct indicates that the processes enclosed in this construct are
executed in parallel. Thus the Read and the HandleUser processes are executed in
parallel, and information is exchanged via the channels declared.
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sonar

Figure 4.6 The Sonar Transputer

4.5.1 The Read Process
The Read process is a simple process whose task is to send requests for reads to the
sonar subsystem, and to receive sonar range readings from the sonar subsystem. The
algorithm for the Read process is given below (refer to Appendix E.3.1 for details of
the Occam code):

Process Read (handleuser.to.read, read.to.handleuser)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
PRIORITY ALTERNATE
1: abort signal from handleuser.to.read ?
IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: no signal from any channel ?
SEQUENTIAL
obtain sample of sonar range readings
send the sonar range readings to handleuser
END SEQUENTIAL
END PRIORITY ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL
E nd Process
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The sequential construct indicates that processes declared in this construct are to
be executed sequentially. The priority alternate construct shows the priority of
processes within the construct. The higher it is declared within the construct the higher
priority it has. Thus messages from higher priority channels are always processed
before any other lower priority inputs.

4.5.2 The HandleUser Process
The task of the HandleUser process is to: receive commands from the User process, to
receive new sonar range readings from the Read process, and to issue the halt command
to the Robot process if the distance to the closest obstacle is less than RMIN.
Commands from the User process can change the way the Sonar process behaves. The
algorithm for the HandleUser process is given below (refer to Appendix E.3.2 for
details of Occam code):
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Process HandleUser (user.to.sonar, sonar.to.user, sonar.to.robot,
handleuser.to.read, read.to.handleuser)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
filter = FALSE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: signal from user.to.sonar channel ?
IF requesting sonar readings THEN
send readings to requesting process
ELSE IF setting threshold THEN
set new threshold value
ELSE IF filtering readings THEN
filter = TRUE
ELSE IF monitoring sensors si and s2 THEN
monitor the sonar[sl] and sonar[s2]
ELSE IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: input from read.to.handleuser channel ?
SEQUENTIAL
IF filter THEN
process the sonar readings using LMS
END IF
perform the RMIN test
IF test fails THEN
send a halt via sonar.to.robot channel
END IF
END SEQUENTIAL
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL
E nd Process

The alternate construct is used to alternatively check for ready messages from
the input channels. In contrast to the priority alternate construct, the alternate construct
treats each input channel equally, i.e all channels have the same priority.
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While running = TRUE, the two input channels user.to.sonar and read.to.handleuser
are alternatively checked. Input from user.to.sonar channel:

•

Requesting readings
Upon receiving this command, the HandleUser process will immediately send
the latest sonar range reading available to the requesting process. The msg
informs the requesting process whether an obstacle is within RMIN range or
not; msg = CLOSE if the distance to an obstacle is within RMIN, otherwise the
msg = FAR. The value for msg is determined by the threshold value supplied by
the user (refer Setting threshold), and the values of the sonar sensors s i and s2
(refer Monitoring).

•

Filtering the readings
Some applications require the range readings to be re-processed in order to
determine the correct estimate value. The Wall Following behaviour utilized the
'least median of squares' (LMS) method developed by [Wang 87]. The filter
variable is used to decide whether or not to use the LMS method. The effect of
issuing this command is, the Sonar process will clear all previous range
readings used for estimating current readings. This feature is useful when the
robot has turned, and is now facing a different wall (i.e old readings are
discarded in order not to influence the measured values for the new wall).

•

Monitoring sensors si and s2
There are two sensors used to check for a possible collision, by default they are
the front sensors of the LABMATE mobile robot. However, the user can change
the sensors if the LABMATE is required to go backwards. Along with the
threshold value (refer to thresholding) the Sonar process can determine the value
for msg and decide whether or not to issue a halt signal to the Robot process.
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Setting the threshold
This option allows the Sonar process to determine the safest allowable distance
to obstacles before the robot should stop. The threshold variable is used to store
this information, by default it is set to RMIN. Fresh range readings are always
checked against this value to obtain the value for msg (refer to Requesting
readings).

Abort
This command will terminate both the Read and HandleUser sub-processes, and
will ultimately terminate the parent process (the Sonar process). The abort signal
works as follows. When the user sends a quit signal, the User process will send
an abort signal to the Sonar process which will in turn sends an abort command
to terminate its sub-processes before finally terminating itself.

Input from read.to.handleuser channel
The 'read.to.handleuser' channel is a uni directional channel. One end of the
channel is connected to the Read process and acts as the output channel for the
Read process, while the other end is connected to the HandleUser process and
act as the input channel to the HandleUser process. The values that come
through this channel are the latest sonar range readings. If the filter variable is
set to TRUE then the readings are passed to the LMS routine which will estimate
the correct value for the current range readings based on previous range
readings. Along with the filtered sonar range readings, a set of unprocessed
sonar range readings is also passed. The unprocessed sonar range readings are
used by the TooClose process in the Wall Following behaviour. A simple check
is carried out here to check if the latest range readings from sonar sensors si and
s2 are outside the range RMIN. If this test fails the HandleUser process will
issue a halt command to the Robot process. The algorithm used to process range
readings is given below (refer to Appendix E.3.2 for details of the Occam code):
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BEGIN PROCESS RANGE READING ALGORITHM
IF filter THEN
filtered reading := LMS(current reading)
END IF
IF (current reading < threshold value) AND
(current reading < previous reading) THEN
issue halt
set msg = CLOSE
ELSE
clear halt
set msg = FAR
END IF
END ALGORITHM

4.6 The Robot Process

The Robot process is implemented on the Robot Transputer. The Robot process is
equivalent to the locomotion module [Kanayama 85]. This process accepts requests
from other processes and sends the appropriate command bytes to the LABMATE
mobile robot. Figure 4.7 shows the Robot process and its associated channels mapped
onto the Robot Transputer. The algorithm for the Robot process is given below (refer to
Appendix E.3.2 for details of the Occam code). The alternate construct was used
because the Robot process incorporated a "no input" (default) channel which will allow
the Robot process to obtain information on position and velocity while there are no
signals from the User and the Sonar processes.
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Process Robot (sonar.to.robot)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: command from user.to.robot channel ?
perform the command
2: signal from sonar.to.robot channel ?
IF halt THEN
running = FALSE
ELSE
clear halt
END IF
3: no input ?
obtain robot position
obtain robot velocity
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL
E nd Process
The Robot Transputer

If a halt signal is received through the 'sonar.to.robot' input channel an emergency stop
command is sent to the LABMATE which will cause the vehicle to come to an
immediate stop. If there are no signal received, the Robot process will obtain from the
LABMATE its position and velocity.
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4.7 The User Process

The User process is implemented on the User Transputer. The User process is a large
process responsible for handling keyboard, displaying information onto the terminal
screen, enabling different robot behaviours, etc. The large processing tasks are broken
up into smaller subtasks, where each of these subtasks is implemented as a separate
independent process.

4.7.1 O bstacle Avoidance Behaviour
There are five individual processes involved in the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour. The
User, Velocity and Pilot processes will navigate the robot from one location to another.
While the Wall, TooClose, TooFar, and Align are the processes which are used to
navigate around obstacle, these processes are also used in the Wall Following
behaviour. Figure 4.8 shows the interaction between processes to exhibit Obstacle
Avoidance behaviour.
sonar, to. user
^user. to. sonar

User Transputer

robot, to. user
▲
user. to. robot

Figure 4.8 Obstacle avoidance processes

There are five local channels used for communication to implement the Obstacle
Avoidance behaviour (refer to Appendix B.4 for detailed information). The channel 'as'
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is short for ask sonar. The type of information that can be passed down this channel is
the same as the user.to.sonar channel. The channel 'as' is used for communication
between other processes and the Sonar process. The channel 'os' is short for output
sonar. The type of information that can be passed down this channel is the same as the
sonar.to.user channel. The channel 'os' is also used for communication from the Sonar
process to other processes. The channel 'am', short for ask motion, is of the same type
as user.to.robot channel. This channel is used for communication between other
processes and the Motion process. The channel 'om', short for output motion, is of
type robot.to.user channel. This channel is used for communication from the Motion
process to other processes. Finally, the channel 'ou' is short for output user'. This
channel allows the following commands:

Channel ou (output user)
type of motion required (bang-bang or feedback)
set velocity
set acceleration
start location (x and y co-ordinates)
goal location (x and y co-ordinates)
end of channel 'ou' declaration

This channel is used by the User process to distribute information to other processes.
The algorithms for User (refer to Appendix E.6.9 for details of the Occam code),
Velocity (refer to Appendix E.6.8 for details of the Occam code), and Pilot (refer to
Appendix E.6.7 for details of the Occam code) processes are given below.
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Process User (abort,keyboard)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: signal from keyboard ?
IF yes THEN
get commands from user
IF quit command THEN
running = FALSE
send abort signal all processes on
all Transputers
END IF
END IF
2: no input ?
SEQUENTIAL
request LABMATE position
request LABMATE velocity
check_situation()
IF Obstacle Avoidance behaviour THEN
perform obstacle avoidance
ELSE IF Follow behaviour THEN
perform follow the leader
ELSE IF Wall Following behaviour THEN
perform wall following
END IF
END SEQUENTIAL
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL

End Process

The check_situation subroutine consist of a few tests, such as the test to check
the presence of obstacle or to determine which behaviour the robot has to exhibit.
Initially the robot wakes up in the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour, however as the robot
detects the presence of obstacle it will perform Wall Following behaviour after
suspending the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour. Follow the Leader behaviour will be
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exhibited if specified by the user. A more detailed explanation of how the switching of
behaviours is done, is given later in this section.
The User process is responsible for receiving and distributing the user's
selections. It also monitors the behaviour that the robot is currently exhibiting. In the
Obstacle Avoidance behaviour, the User process monitors collisions with obstacles.
Once the user has selected the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour and the required
parameters have been given, such as type of motion, velocity, acceleration, and goal
position. The User process will distribute this information to the Pilot and Velocity
processes.

Process Pilot (abort, from.user)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: signal from abort channel ?
running = FALSE
2: input from from.user channel ?
calculate new heading direction for LABMATE
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL
End Process

Once the Pilot process receives the appropriate information from the User
process, it will calculate the heading direction and distance to goal position with respect
to the robot's location. Assume the existence of the procedure FindDistanceAngle
which finds the angle and distance between the start and goal locations. Using the angle
returned by the FindDistanceAngle procedure the Pilot process can issue a turn
command with the parameter angle to the Motion process. This command will cause the
LABMATE to turn and face in the direction of the current goal.
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Process Velocity (abort, from.user)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: input from abort channel ?
IF wait state THEN
deactivate this process
ELSE IF wake state THEN
activate this process
ELSE IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: (input from from.user channel ?) or (active)
perform velocity control based on user's
parameters
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL
End Process

The Velocity process can be turned on and off by the User process. This allows
the User process to stop the robot when necessary. Information relative to the
objectives of the Pilot process and the Velocity process are passed through channel
'ou'. This information remains valid until the next command is issued through channel
'ou'. The bang variable is for the type of motion control required {TRUE for bang
bang, FALSE for feedback), the velocity variable holds the desired velocity, the
acceleration variable holds the desired acceleration, the jmart and ystart variables hold
the starting position co-ordinates, and the xgoal and ygoal hold the goal position co
ordinates. Using this information the Velocity process can compute the minimum
distance to reach the target velocity by:

dmin := (velocityft/ acceleration
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and the distance from the current location to the goal location by:

dtotal ;= SQRT ( (xgoal-xstartfi + (ygoal-ystartft).

There are two conditions that have to be considered, the desired velocity can not
be reached by the robot and the desired velocity can be reached by the robot, refer to
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 respectively.
velocity

|— dtotal
Figure 4.9 Target velocity can not be reached

The target velocity can not be reached if (2*dmin) < dtotal, in which case the
Velocity process must decelerate the LABMATE once the distance travelled by the robot
is greater than or equal to dtotal / 2.
velocity

Figure 4.10 Target velocity can be reached
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If the target velocity can be reached, the Velocity process has to decelerate the
LABMATE when the distance to the obstacle is less than or equal to dmin+RMIN.
The set velocity' and the 'set acceleration' commands are used by both the bang-bang
motion control and the feedback motion control mechanism. The LABMATE uses the
trapezoidal control profile of the HCTL-1000 motor control ICs to move in a straight
line or perform turns. The desired velocity is reached according to the current setting of
the acceleration. To slow the LABMATE down from its current velocity, is equivalent
to giving the LABMATE a new velocity which is lower than its current velocity. The
acceleration setting can also be modified by the Velocity process to respond to some
conditions that require the LABMATE to stop in a short distance from high velocity.
Suitable acceleration to accommodate such a situation can be found by:

new acceleration := (current v e lo c ity / (dtotal - distance travelled so far).

The User process is also responsible for detecting the presence of obstacles.
This is achieved by observing the msg variables passed from the Sonar process. If the
msg = CLOSE, the presence of an obstacle in front of the LABMATE is confirmed. In
this situation the User process will suspend the current action by putting the Velocity
process into a wait state and will switch to the Wall Following behaviour to navigate the
LABMATE around the obstacle. While the LABMATE is exhibiting the Wall Following
behaviour, the User process will keep monitoring the direction of the current goal for
the termination of the Wall Following behaviour. The algorithm to terminate the Wall
Following behaviour is shown below:
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Process SeeGoal(current heading, dist, angle)
SEQUENTIAL
h := current LABMATE's heading direction
hp45 := h + 45
hm45 := h - 45
IF (hm45 < 0) THEN
hm45 := hm45 + 360
END IF
FindDistanceAngle(xnow,ynow,xgoal,ygoal,dist,angle)

IF (((angle > h) AND (angle < hp45) AND (left sensor > RMIN)) OR
((angle > hm45) AND (angle < h) AND (right sensor > RMIN)) OR
(angle = h)) AND (front sensors > RMIN) THEN
terminate wall following and resume obstacle avoidance
END IF
END SEQUENTIAL

End Process

Once the obstacle has been avoided, the User process puts the Wall Following
behaviour into a wait state, and puts the Velocity process into an active state. The Pilot
process will calculate the turn required, and the Velocity process will provide the
necessary motion. These actions are continually applied until the destination goal is
reached.

4.7.2 Follow The Leader Behaviour
There are three processes interacting together which exhibit the Follow the Leader
behaviour, the Follow, Track, and Align processes. The Follow process is the parent
process for this behaviour, it can be activated by the User process. The Follow process
has two child processes, they are the Track and Align processes. The Follow process
calculates the velocity of the leader being followed, while the child processes will
provide the necessary steering. Figure 4.11 shows the interaction between processes
involved in the Follow the Leader behaviour.
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robot, to. user

user. to. sonar

user. to. robot

User Transputer
am
USER
om
quit

os
of
►

H

ALIGN

>-►-

Figure 4.11 Follow the leader processes

The channel 'o f is short for output follow (refer to Appendix B.4 for detailed
information). The channel 'of is used by the Follow process to distribute information
to its child processes. The channel 'of is of the same type as the channel sonar.to.user.
The other channels have been described in section 4.7.1. The algorithms for the Follow
(refer to Appendix E.6.6 for details of the Occam code), Track (refer to Appendix E.6.4
for details of the Occam code), and Align (refer Appendix E.6.1 for details of the
Occam code) processes are shown below.
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Process Follow (abort, from.user)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: input from from.user channel ?
IF wait state THEN
deactivate this process
ELSE IF wake state THEN
activate this process
ELSE IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: no input ?
IF in active state THEN
calculate leader's velocity and
distribute this information to the child
processes
END IF
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL
E nd Process

To find the object's velocity, the Follow process periodically samples the sonar range
readings for the front sensors, computes the time difference between two consecutive
readings and the change in distance between two consecutive readings (Figure 4.12).
Object's movement
-------►
tl
xZ

Figure 4.12 Finding object's velocity
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The leader’s velocity can be calculated as:

distance travelled = velocity * time, hence
leader velocity = (d2 - d l) I (t2 - tl)

There are three different situations which can arise, the leader's velocity is
greater than zero, equal to zero, or less than zero. When the leader's velocity is greater
than zero, this is caused by the leader moving faster than the robot, in which case the
robot should adjust its current velocity to the computed velocity. If the leader's velocity
is equal to zero, this indicates that the leader and the robot are moving at the same
speed; thus no further adjustment of velocity is necessary. In the last case, the leader's
velocity is less than zero, which indicates that the leader is decelerating. In this
situation, the robot's velocity can be adjusted simply by adding together the computed
velocity (negative velocity) with the current velocity thus resulting in the robot
decelerating. Since the LABMATE is always trying to reached the velocity specified by
the set velocity command, this has the effect of accelerating or decelerating the robot.
Thus, if the robot is travelling at the velocity v, then any velocity lower than v will
cause the robot to decelerate because the LABMATE will adjust its current speed to a
new lower velocity.
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Process Track (abort, from.user, from.follow)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: input from from.user channel ?
IF wait state THEN
deactivate this process
ELSE IF wake state THEN
activate this process
ELSE IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: input from from.follow channel ?
IF right sensor is large THEN
dir = RIGHT
ELSE IF left sensor is large THEN
dir = LEFT
ELSE
dir = NULL
END IF
IF dir <> NULL
track in the direction of dir
END IF
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL

End Process

60
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Process Align (abort, from.user, from.follow)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: input from from.user channel ?
IF wait state THEN
deactivate this process
ELSE IF wake state THEN
activate this process
ELSE IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: input from from.follow channel ?
calculate alignment from sonar readings
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL

End Process

The Track and Align processes working concurrently with the Follow process to
follow the leader. The sonar range readings for the Track and Align processes are
distributed by the Follow process.

4.7.3 Wall Following Behaviour
This behaviour is put into an active state by the User process. As already stated in the
Architecture chapter, the Wall Following behaviour is also used for obstacle avoidance.
Four processes are involved in the Wall Following behaviour, the Wall, TooClose,
TooFar, and Align processes. The Wall process is the parent process of this behaviour,
it monitors the front sensors for possible collision (refer to Figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.13 Wall following processes

The channel W

is short for output wall (refer to Appendix B.4 for detailed

information), is used by the Wall process to distribute information to its child
processes. The other channels have been described in section 4.7.1. The algorithms for
the Wall (refer to Appendix E.6.5 for details of the Occam code), TooClose (refer to
Appendix E.6.2 for details of the Occam code), and TooFar (refer to Appendix E.6.3
for details of the Occam code) processes are shown below.
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Process Wall (abort, from.user)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: input from from.user channel ?
IF wait state THEN
deactivate this process
ELSE IF wake state THEN
activate this process
ELSE IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: no input ?
IF in active state THEN
monitor front wall and
distribute information to child processes
END IF
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL
End Process

In contrast to the "walk along left wall" [Kanayama 83], the Wall process does
not check for the disappearance of the left wall. The task of turning to the left is carried
out by the TooFar process. Since no direct turn is made, it is expected that the robot
will tend to produce an elliptical path when it is turning to the left.
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Process TooClose (abort, from.user, from.wall)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: input from from, user channel ?
IF wait state THEN
deactivate this process
ELSE IF wake state THEN
activate this process
ELSE IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: input from from.wall channel ?
steer away, if too close to the wall
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL
End Process

Process TooFar (abort, from.user, from.wall)
SEQUENTIAL
running = TRUE
WHILE running
ALTERNATE
1: input from from.user channel ?
IF wait state THEN
deactivate this process
ELSE IF wake state THEN
activate this process
ELSE IF abort THEN
running = FALSE
END IF
2: input from from.wall channel ?
steer in if too far from the wall
END ALTERNATE
END WHILE
END SEQUENTIAL

End Process
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The Align process is the same as the one used in Follow the Leader, except that
in this behaviour the left sensors are used instead of the front sensors as in the Follow
the Leader behaviour, and is not listed again. The three child processes, TooClose,
TooFar, and Align are used to correctly estimate the contour of the wall being traced.
Whenever the robot is performing this behaviour, all the range readings processed by
the HandleUser process are passed to the LMS estimator function. However as already
pointed out in section 3.3.1, the LMS has problems. The range readings from the left
sensors have two different sets of values recorded, one has been processed by the LMS
estimator, the other is unprocessed. The sonar readings that has been processed by the
LMS estimator are given to the Align and TooFar processes, while the other set of
range readings is given to the TooClose process. This is justified since the TooClose
process has to react immediately if the distance to the wall drops. As the robot is
moving almost perpendicularly to the wall and the scanning is performed at close range,
the readings taken are reliable. However, for the TooFar and Align processes where
immediate actions are not required, unless a number of persistent readings appear,
therefore giving these processes range readings that have been processed by the LMS
estimator is justified. Both the TooClose and the TooFar processes work by 'pulling'
and 'pushing' the robot from the wall while the robot is moving alongside the wall. The
amount of 'pulling' and 'pushing' are determined by the orientation of the wall with
respect to the robot. This can be determined by calculating the difference between the
current distance to the wall and the desired distance to the wall. Triangulation, is used to
find the turn required for the robot to 'puli' or 'push' itself from the wall.

Chapter 5
The Results

The results of the design which was described in the Architecture chapter, and
implemented in the Implementation chapter are presented. The experiments were carried
out at the Intelligent Robotics Laboratory of the University of Wollongong. Different
environment layouts were achieved by re-arranging the laboratory's furniture.

5.1 Control Parameters

The parameters used for testing the three robot navigation behaviours are described in
this section.
The RMIN is the minimum approach distance to obstacles that a robot is
allowed. The value for RMIN was set to 50cm. The reason for this choice was that the
laboratory floor were made up of 50cm square tiles. This made it easy to verify the
results.
For the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour the velocity used by the robot was set to
200mm/sec, and the acceleration was set to lOOmm/sec. The User process calls the
Wall Following behaviour to perform obstacle avoidance if an obstacle is detected to be
stationary for more than 2 seconds.
For Follow the Leader behaviour, dfl was set to 80cm. The 80cm minimum
distance from the leader is for precautionary purposes, since following at a close
distance could cause collision. The df2 was set to 200cm. The 200cm range is set in
order not to mistake the leader for another stationary obstacle. In the second experiment
(refer to Figure 5.7), the value of dfl and df2 are set to 100cm.
For the Wall Following behaviour, the dw was set to be 50cm, and e to 10cm.
Therefore, the TooClose process will react when the distance to the wall is less than
40cm. The TooFar process will react when the distance to the wall is greater than 60cm.
This leaves a corridor 20cm wide, in which the robot is assumed to be sufficiently close
to the wall.
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5.2 Obstacle Avoidance

To demonstrate the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour, two sets of different environment
layouts were used as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. In Figure 5.1 the robot was given
a goal location which was located behind some objects and a wall. The robot started
from S', the Pilot process reacted by turning the robot to face the direction of the goal
position, G. When the robot reached point A, an obstacle was detected. The User
process then switched its behaviour mode, from Obstacle Avoidance mode, to Wall
Following mode. The path AB was the robot's path during the wall following mode. At
point B , the User process realised that the goal position was now reachable, it
terminated the Wall Following behaviour and resumed the Obstacle Avoidance
behaviour. The new heading direction was provided by the Pilot process. The robot
continued until point C, where the User process detected another obstacle, and the Wall
Following behaviour again took control. When the robot reached point £>, the User
process, again, "saw" the goal. Since there was no obstacle, the robot successfully
navigate from point D to the goal G. A similar scenario is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
In Figure 5.3, however, the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour was tested to avoid a
moving obstacle. The robot was given a straight path from S to G. Originally the path
was obstacle free, however the robot detected an obstacle suddenly appearing at point A
(the dashed line indicate the path of the moving object which then stopped in the robot's
path). At this point the robot stopped for a specified time, and then switched its
behaviour to the Wall Following behaviour. At point B, the User process assumed that
the goal position was reachable again, and resumed the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour.
Although it was hard to show, in all experiments the robot accelerated and
decelerated, satisfactorily using the feedback motion control strategy. When a moving
obstacle appeared suddenly the Sonar process responded by sending the emergency halt
signal to the Robot process and caused the robot to come to an immediate stop. This
sucessfully illustrated bang-bang motion control strategy.
The two experiments showed that the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour was able to
operate in real-time, as was hoped when the architecture was designed.
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The Obstacle Avoidance behaviour heavily depends on the robustness of the
Wall Following behaviour when navigating in a cluttered environment.
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5.3 Follow The Leader

The results of an experiment to demonstrate the ability of following a human leader are
shown in Figure 5.5. The leader started at point 5, and moved around the laboratory,
and finally stopped at point E. The path taken by the leader is shown with dark lines,
while the robot s path is shown as small rectangles. The timing results indicated that the
Follow the Leader behaviour spent most of its time in the Align and Follow processes,
refer to Figure 5.4. This is because it was difficult for the robot to detect when the
leader started to make turns, particularly in a cluttered environment. This experiment
was intended to show that this behaviour could follow a leader who was tracing out a
circular path. However, as the leader turned to either left or right the robot turned on its
axis, i.e forward motion was slight. This is because the robot has a range interval in
which the robot can follow the leader. Thus, the robot tended to "relax", as it could still
follow the leader in a wider range interval. Therefore, the robot did not exactly follow
the leader's path, but instead tracked the leader on another path trajectory. This explains
why leader's path and the robot's path are not exactly the same.
To get the robot and leader to trace the same path, another experiment was
conducted as shown in Figure 5.7. The second experiment, shown in Figure 5.7, using
dfl = df2 = 100cm. The timing results indicate that this behaviour also spent more time
in the Align and Follow process, refer to Figure 5.6. As the robot is following at a
fixed distance, the robot's path was very close to the leader's path. However in this
experiment, the leader had to move and turn slowly so that the robot could keep up and
not lose sight of the leader.
This behaviour has been implemented according to the specification and the
design for this behaviour. The Follow process was able to correctly estimate the
leader's velocity, thus the robot moved at an approximately constant distance from the
leader. The Track process showed reasonable responses to the change in direction of
the object. However, the Track process can be distracted from its attention to the
moving leader when other stationary objects are present nearby. Although this
behaviour has difficulties when operating in a cluttered environment, the robot could
easily follow a, slow, moving leader in a simple environment (refer to Figure 5.7).
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5.4 Wall Following

In the work reported in this thesis, the Wall Following behaviour was used for two
purposes, i.e as an obstacle avoider and as a wall follower. Under this behaviour, the
robot would move alongside a wall at a close distance. Since the Wall Following
behaviour is used with the LMS filter, its performance is dependent on the number of
sonar readings n used in the observation set. [Wang 87] claimed that smaller value of n
can be used for navigation in environments where constant navigation adjustments by
the mobile robot have to be made. Five different experiments were undertaken.
The first experiment was with n - 5. This experiment had a high degree of
failure. Since the TooClose process was receiving range readings that have been
processed by the LMS estimator, in most cases the TooClose process reacted too late.
An example showing this drawback is shown as point A, refer to Figure 5.8. As the
robot approached point A, the TooClose process should have reacted by steering the
robot away from the wall, since the distance to the wall should have triggered the
TooClose process. However, the LMS estimator ignored the close readings until a 50%
breakdown point was reached. Therefore, the robot reacted when the obstacle had
almost been passed, and this is reflected in the late change by the robot, in moving
away from the wall. Since the TooClose process task is important, i.e it prevents the
robot from colliding with a wall, it necessary for the TooClose process to perform
better. The results of the run also indicate the low number of iterations of the TooClose
process compared to the other processes.
It is decided that the TooClose process should not receive sonar range readings
that have been processed by the LMS estimator. This is also the reason why the Wall
Following behaviour has the TooClose and TooFar processes. Since sonar range
readings are sampled at close range, the readings are reliable. Thus in further
experiments the TooClose process was given the range readings that had not been
processed by the LMS estimator. The remainder of the experiments in this section, used
the TooClose process supplied with sonar range readings that were not filtered by the
LMS estimator.
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To reduce the number of commands being sent to the robot, requesting the
realignment of the robot to the wall, the Align process will only re-align the robot if the
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This was the first experiment done where the TooClose process was not using the
filtered data. For n = 3, the number of iterations each process made were (refer to
Figures 5.10 and 5.11):

Align = 11035
TooClose = 847
TooFar = 6136
Wall = 22

Giving a total of 18040 adjustments, and the time taken to go from S (start) to E (end)
was 528 seconds. This experiment was more successful, compared with the experiment
in Figure 5.8 where n = 5 and the TooClose process was using LMS filtered data. That
experiment showed a significantly greater number of iterations of the TooClose
process, compared to when the TooClose process was working on unfiltered data.
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Further experiments were done using n = 5. For n = 5, two experiments were done and
the number of iterations each process made were (refer to Figures 5.12, 5.13, and
5.14):

Align = 10587 ; 10832
TooClose = 590 ; 796
TooFar = 5865 ; 5657
Wall = 19; 17

Giving an average of 17181 adjustments. The time taken for the first attempt
was 521 seconds, and the second attempt was 512 seconds.
Since sonar is very sensitive, each run on the same environment will never
produce the same results. Thus each run is unique, therefore the results taken from the
same environment with the same parameters do not guarantee the same results on a
different run.
The results indicate the total number of iterations of processes in this behaviour
is smaller than when n = 3 (refer to Figure 5.10). Thus, the number of adjustments
have been reduced resulting in less time needed to perform Wall Following.
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For n = 7, the number of iterations each process made were (refer to Figures 5.15,
Figure 5.16):

Align = 10531
TooClose = 578
TooFar = 4208
Wall = 16

Giving a total of 15333 adjustments. The time taken to move from S (start) to E
(end) was 504 seconds. Experiments using n = 7, were the most reliable, compared to
previous experiments using smaller values of n. This is reflected in the smaller number
of iterations of the TooFar process.
During the course of experimentation the Wall Following behaviour
occassionally failed. This was because of repeated false reflection readings, which
exceeded the 50% break down point of the LMS estimator. The TooFar process
believed it was too far from the wall, and sent commands to the robot causing it to
collide with the wall. A solution to this problem is discussed in the Conclusions
chapter.

Chapter 6
The Conclusions

The concept of a parallel robot navigation architecture has been designed and
implemented. Different behaviours have been devised and successfully tested in several
environment layouts, thereby achieving the goals of this thesis, i.e exhibiting Obstacle
Avoidance, Follow the Leader, and Wall Following behaviours. This architecture is
based on behaviour oriented processes, different behaviours have been derived by
combining appropriate processes together. This resulted in a system which is very
flexible for future modifications, thus achieving the second goal of this thesis. Perhaps
the biggest advantage of this system is that behaviours logically decompose into sub
processes, which are easily understood and derived. These behaviours were
implemented using a parallel architecture. The third goal of this thesis was to produce a
mobile robot control system which functioned in real time. This goal was achieved.
The experiments have shown that the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour, can
navigate the robot from the start position to the goal position safely. Furthermore, the
experiments have shown that the specifications and the design of this behaviour were
correct. The significance of this method is that small concise tasks are required for each
process, due to the decomposition of the behaviour. Although each process was simple
to code, when the processes were combined together, they achieved a complex
behavioural objective.
The bang-bang motion control and the feedback motion control mechanisms
were shown to work. Although these results were hard to show, experiments have
confirmed that the bang-bang control motion is appropriate when responding to moving
obstacles, while feedback control is appropriate when sensing stationary obstacles.
A further enhancement to the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour would be to add the
capability of recognizing the failure to avoid an obstacle, and reporting this to a higher
level path planning system.
The experiments of Follow the Leader behaviour have given interesting results.
It was shown that if dfl and df2 are set to different values, the robot did not exactly
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follow the leader. Instead the robot tracked the leader on a parallel trajectory. This is
unsatisfactory if we wish to teach an exact path to the robot. However, if the robot is
only to follow the leader to some destination, then this is a reasonable strategy. Using a
range interval for d fl, df2 allows the robot to keep up with fast moving leaders. The
experiment with dfl and df2 set to the same value, indicated the robot followed the
leaders path accurately. However, the robot could easily loose track of the leader
because the leader has to be at a fixed distance from the robot. Hence, the value of dfl
and df2 can be adjusted according to some external conditions to achieve the desired
robot following behaviour.
The Follow the Leader behaviour could be improved by fusing the sonar data
with the data from other sensors. A possibility would be to fuse the sonar sensors with
an infrared sensor which can detect the leader's body heat. An additional Transputer
could be used to implement the infrared sensing system. Another alternative would be
to include a vision system to identify and track features of the leader. Another network
of Transputers could be added to the existing Transputer network to implement the
vision system. In this new architecture the sonar task is limited to finding the leader's
velocity, while the Track and Align processes obtain information from the vision or
infrared systems.
It has been shown that the sonar range readings for the TooClose process
should not be processed by the LMS estimator. Through experimentation it was found
that the Wall Following behaviour worked best with n = 5 and n = 7. However, in a
more cluttered environments a smaller value of n should be used.
The Wall Following behaviour is robust. However, situations arose in which
the TooClose process failed to detect the wall because of false reflections occurring
beyond the LMS breakdown point. The LMS estimator can be tricked by situations
where false reflections occur long enough for the behaviour control system to make the
wrong decision. A solution to this problem could be to include the "sonar barrier test"
to prevent the above mentioned situation occurring. The sonar barrier test should be
implemented inside the TooFar process.

The work described here proposes an architecture which can mimic human
behaviour. This kind of processing architecture has received little attention in research
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literature. Since parallel machines are now becoming available at reasonable costs, it
was appropriate to investigate the idea of parallel navigation architectures. It has been
worthwhile spending time investigating this issue. It is hoped that this work will
contribute in some way to further developments in the area of mobile robot navigation
technology.

Chapter 6
The Conclusions

The concept of a parallel robot navigation architecture has been designed and
implemented. Different behaviours have been devised and successfully tested in several
environment layouts, thereby achieving the goals of this thesis, i.e exhibiting Obstacle
Avoidance, Follow the Leader, and Wall Following behaviours. This architecture is
based on behaviour oriented processes, different behaviours have been derived by
combining appropriate processes together. This resulted in a system which is very
flexible for future modifications, thus achieving the second goal of this thesis. Perhaps
the biggest advantage of this system is that behaviours logically decompose into sub
processes, which are easily understood and derived. These behaviours were
implemented using a parallel architecture. The third goal of this thesis was to produce a
mobile robot control system which functioned in real time. This goal was achieved.
The experiments have shown that the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour, can
navigate the robot from the start position to the goal position safely. Furthermore, the
experiments have shown that the specifications and the design of this behaviour were
correct. The significance of this method is that small concise tasks are required for each
process, due to the decomposition of the behaviour. Although each process was simple
to code, when the processes were combined together, they achieved a complex
behavioural objective.
The bang-bang motion control and the feedback motion control mechanisms
were shown to work. Although these results were hard to show, experiments have
confirmed that the bang-bang control motion is appropriate when responding to moving
obstacles, while feedback control is appropriate when sensing stationary obstacles.
A further enhancement to the Obstacle Avoidance behaviour would be to add the
capability of recognizing the failure to avoid an obstacle, and reporting this to a higher
level path planning system.
The experiments of Follow the Leader behaviour have given interesting results.
It was shown that if dfl and dfi, are set to different values, the robot did not exactly
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follow the leader. Instead the robot tracked the leader on a parallel trajectory. This is
unsatisfactory if we wish to teach an exact path to the robot. However, if the robot is
only to follow the leader to some destination, then this is a reasonable strategy. Using a
range interval for d fl, df2 allows the robot to keep up with fast moving leaders. The
experiment with dfl and df2 set to the same value, indicated the robot followed the
leaders path accurately. However, the robot could easily loose track of the leader
because the leader has to be at a fixed distance from the robot. Hence, the value of dfl
and df2 can be adjusted according to some external conditions to achieve the desired
robot following behaviour.
The Follow the Leader behaviour could be improved by fusing the sonar data
with the data from other sensors. A possibility would be to fuse the sonar sensors with
an infrared sensor which can detect the leader's body heat. An additional Transputer
could be used to implement the infrared sensing system. Another alternative would be
to include a vision system to identify and track features of the leader. Another network
of Transputers could be added to the existing Transputer network to implement the
vision system. In this new architecture the sonar task is limited to finding the leader's
velocity, while the Track and Align processes obtain information from the vision or
infrared systems.
It has been shown that the sonar range readings for the TooClose process
should not be processed by the LMS estimator. Through experimentation it was found
that the Wall Following behaviour worked best with n = 5 and n = 7. However, in a
more cluttered environments a smaller value of n should be used.
The Wall Following behaviour is robust. However, situations arose in which
the TooClose process failed to detect the wall because of false reflections occurring
beyond the LMS breakdown point. The LMS estimator can be tricked by situations
where false reflections occur long enough for the behaviour control system to make the
wrong decision. A solution to this problem could be to include the "sonar barrier test"
to prevent the above mentioned situation occurring. The sonar barrier test should be
implemented inside the TooFar process.

The work described here proposes an architecture which can mimic human
behaviour. This kind of processing architecture has received little attention in research
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literature. Since parallel machines are now becoming available at reasonable costs, it
was appropriate to investigate the idea of parallel navigation architectures. It has been
worthwhile spending time investigating this issue. It is hoped that this work will
contribute in some way to further developments in the area of mobile robot navigation
technology.
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APPENDIX A : Transputer and Occam

The thesis is to be implemented on a Macintosh II computer equipped with a network of
four Transputers and the Levco TransLink System for a Macintosh II. In distributed
memory system a node is also known as a Transputer. The Transputer is a VLSI device
which comprises a processor, memory and communication links. The Transputer has
been developed by INMOS Ltd to provide a basis for parallel processing systems which
utilizes Occam to describe or model the parallelism of a problem. The basic structure of
a Transputer is shown in Figure Al.

Figure A l

A Transputer

The von Neumann architecture is limited by its bus, however, it is an excellent
architecture for a small, single processor computer. A Transputer is a small but a
complete von Neumann computer. The difference between a Transputer and an ordinary
computer is that Transputers can be built into networks and arrays. Each Transputer
works on its own job, using its own local memory. The Transputer in a system (with
many Transputers) needs to communicate with other Transputers, so they can
cooperate. Transputer chips have four link interfaces, each with an input signal and an
output signal. The output signal of a link interface is connected to the input signal of a
link interface on another Transputer, and vice versa. The Transputer also provides a
direct and efficient implementation of all the features of Occam, hence Transputers can
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be programmed to communicate to external devices without the need to use assembly
level language.
An Occam program consists of a collection of concurrent processes which
communicate via communication channels. A process can perform any number of
actions, each action can be a set of sequential processes or a set of parallel processes.
Each of the Occam channel provides a uni-directional communication path between two
concurrent processes. Processes share information by message-passing, global
variables are not allowed. Information is exchanged only when both the sending and
receiving processes are ready, the data to be sent is then copied from the workspace of
the sending process to the workspace of the receiving process; when completed, both
processes can continue. Thus, communication between processes is synchronized and
unbuffered, similar to the handshake method of transferring data in a digital system.
Programs can be configured to run concurrently on a single processor, with processor
time shared between parallel processes. Channels between processes on the same
Transputer are implemented by memory locations. Whereas channels between
processes on separate Transputers are implemented directly by the serial links, Figure
A2 shows a variety of different configurations in which Occam programs can be
implemented. An Occam program is built from three primitive processes, which are

v := e assign expression e to variable v
c !e

output expression e on channel c

c ?v

input a value from channel c to variable v

The primitive processes are combined by constructors to form constructs. There are
three main constructors, which differ in the way in which their component processes
are executed

SEQ execute component processes one after another
PA R execute component processes together
ALT execute the first ready component process
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IF and WHILE constructs are also provided. A construct is itself a process and may be
used as a component of another construct.

Figure A2 Allocating processes to processors

For processes configured to run on one Transputer the number of
communication channels used between two processes are not restricted as each channel
are implemented by memory locations. However, when two processes are configured
on two Transputers the number of communication channels is limited to eight channels
(four bi-directional links). This restriction has to be considered explicitly in order to use
the available channels wisely. Occam allows a channel to be declared to any basic types
(INT, BYTE, BOOL, REAL) or to user defined type. Channel vectors can also be
declared by:

[10JCHAN OF INT x:

hence to refer to a specific channel:
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x[2] ? value

to send message through a specific channel:

x[3] ! expression

However, as the different types of information from a process are not necessarily of the
same type, more than one channel have to be used to accommodate each type because a
channel can only take one data type. This could lead to a large number of channels
needed when information contain mixed data type.
Fortunately, Occam has protocol channels. Protocols are almost equivalent to
record structures in other sequential high level languages (e.g Pascal). Complex
protocols may be defined which state precisely the order and the types of data which
may be passed down a channel. An example of Occam protocol channel:

PROTOCOL Mixed IS BOOL;INT;BYTE;REAL:
CHAN OF Mixed mx:

’Mixed' is now a user defined channel type, it allows data of type boolean, integer, char
(as in C) and real to be passed down on this channel. The order of the data is important.
To get the information passed down on this channel:

BOOL b:

—declare input variables

INTx:
BYTEc:
REALf:
mx ? b; x; c; f —take information

to send information down this channel:

mx ! b; x; c; f
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More complex channels can also be declared:

PROTOCOL Complex
CASE
tagl; INT; BYTE
tag2
tag3; BOOL

CHAN OF Complex cx:

The channel 'ex' can now handle three different types of information which can be
passed down this channel. To get information from this channel:

cx ? CASE
ta g l; x; c
... perform action for 'tag 1'
tag2
... perform action for 'tag2'
tag3; b
... perform action for 'tag3'

To send information through this channel:

cx ! tagl; x; c
cx ! tag2
c x ! tag3; b

The protocol channel offers great flexibilities, especially when a lot of different types of
information have to be exchanged between processes, bearing in mind that the number
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of communication channels between processes mapped onto separate Transputers is
restricted.
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APPENDIX B : Channels

B.1

Communication

channels

between

User

and

Robot

Transputers

PROTOCOL U.to.R
CASE
resetiabmate
joystick.mode
go.mode
absolute.turn; INT; INT

- heading, radius

relative.tum; INT; INT

- heading, radius

ptp.go; INT

- distance

ptp.tum.absolute; INT; INT

-- heading, radius

ptp.turn.relative; INT; INT

- heading, radius

jog; INT

- rate

proportional.mode
set.velocity; INT; INT

- standard, turn

set.acceleration; INT; INT

-- standard, turn

clear, wheel.positions
enable.encoder.heading
enable.gyro.heading
set.watchdog.timeout.value; INT - time
set.position; INT; INT

—x,y

set.heading; INT

- x

increment.heading; INT

- angle

increment.position; INT; INT

- x,y

set.tum.constant; INT

- tc

set.thresholds; INT; INT; INT; INT —maxamp,amptime,encoder,bumper
get.report
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read.wheel.positions
read.velocity
read, status
emergency.stop
pause
resume
tquit

CHAN OF U.to.R user.to.robot:

PROTOCOL R.to.U
CASE
report; INT; INT; INT; INT

—heading, xposition, yposition, mode

wheelpos; INT; INT

-- left position, right position

wheelvel; INT; INT

—left velocity, right velocity

stat; INT

—status

CHAN OF R.to.U robot.to.user:

B.2

Communication

Channels

between

User

and

Sonar

Transputers

PROTOCOL U.to.S
CASE
use.LMS; BOOL; INT

—use the LMS estimator

threshold; INT

—set the RMIN

monitor, INT; INT

—monitor collision using the specified two
—sensors

squit

—terminate signal

CHAN OF U.to.S user.to.sonar:
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PROTOCOL S.to.U IS BYTE;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT:
CHAN OF S.to.U sonar.to.user:

B.3

Communication

channel

between

Sonar

and

Robot

Transputers

PROTOCOL S.to.R
CASE
nogo

—the halt command

go

CHAN OF S.to.R sonar, to .robot:

B.4 The protocol channels used for communications within the
user Transputer

Declaration of a local protocol:
PROTOCOL UVars IS BOOL; INT; INT; INT; INT; INT; INT:
—bang; vel; acc; xstart; ystart; xtarget; ytarget

The array of channel 'as' is a command channels from processes to the sonar process
(in the user Transputer). The type of this channel is equal to the 'user.to.sonar'
channel.

[10]CHAN OF U.to.S as:

- request channels for Sonar

[10]CHAN OF U.to.T am:

- request channels for Motion

[10]CHAN OF S.to.U os:

- reply channels from Sonar

[10] CHAN OF T.to.U om:

- reply channels from Motion

[10]CHAN OF UVars ou:

-- information channels from User

[10]CHAN OF BYTE quit:

- quit channels from User

APPENDIX

[3]CHAN OF S.to.U ow,of: - info channels from Wall and Follow

These channels are mapped as follows:

Figure B1 Local channels with processes mapped on User Transputer
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and

The mobile robot used in this work is the LABMATE mobile robot manufactured by
Transitions Research Corporation (TRC), it comes with a set of eight sonar sensors and
each pair, spaced 31cm apart, are positioned at each of the four sides of the robot. The
mobile robot uses an RS-232 serial port for communication between the drive system
microprocessor and user's host computer. Communication between the host computer
and the LABMATE is always initiated by the host computer. This is done by the host's
transmission of an ASCII letter ('D'), if the LABMATE is operating properly it will
respond by sending back the ASCII letter; after that the host computer can respond by
sending the actual command bytes to the LABMATE. This will ensure that the host
computer will always communicate to a properly functioning LABMATE. The
LABMATE mobile robot has a collection of commands, which are classified into four
different categories:

1. Mode changing commands
During normal operations the LABMATE mobile robot will be in one of seven modes.
The LABMATE maintains all its information, such as heading direction and positions,
these information can be retrieved by the user under any mode. The modes in which the
LABMATE can be in are:•

•

Joystick mode
during this mode the LABMATE can be controlled using a joystick.

•

Go mode
depending on the current velocity setting, the LABMATE will move in a straight
line. This continues until another command is received from the host computer.

•

Proportional Go mode
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similar to the Go mode, but the LABMATE can be physically steered while
moving. During this mode the LABMATE does not compensate for position
errors.
•

Continuous Turn mode
LABMATE turns at a specified number of degrees with a specified radius. Go
mode is entered when the distance has been travelled.

•

Point-to-point Go mode
performs a straight line motion of a specified distance. It uses the trapezoidal
control profile of the HCTL-1000 motor control IC. Go mode is entered when
the distance has been travelled.

•

Point-to-point Turn mode
performs turns at a specified number of degrees with a specified radius. It also
uses the trapezoidal control profile of the HCTL-1000 motor control IC. The
LABMATE starts at a stationary position and comes to a stop when the turn is
completed. Go mode is entered when the distance has been travelled.

•

Jog mode
this command superimposes a continuous turn rate atop an existing forward
velocity. The turn continues until other command is received. The Jog command
is useful for real time angular positioning servoing against external sensor data.

Out of ten available mode changing commands, six commands are used in this work,
they are:•

•

Reset
this command restarts the on-board software

•

Joystick
puts the LABMATE into Joystick mode

•

Go
puts the LABMATE into Go mode

•

Absolute turn (h,r)
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puts the LABMATE into point-to-point turn mode, h specifies the new heading
in degrees * 100 (0 to 35999), r specifies the turn radius in mm. This command
is used to perform turn to a specific heading.
•

Relative turn (h,r)
puts the LABMATE into continuous turn mode, h specifies the new heading in
degrees * 100 (-1800 to 17999), r specifies the turn radius in mm. This
command is used to turn to a specific heading regardless of current heading.

•

Jog (r)
puts the LABMATE into Jog mode, r specifies the rate of turn in degree * 100
per second.

2. Commands that set system variables
There are eleven variables maintained by the LABMATE during its operations. These
internal variables can be set to a new value by the appropriate command from the host
computer. The commands that are used during this work are:

•

Set velocity (s,t)
this command changes the standard and turn velocity, s specifies the standard
velocity in mm/s, t specifies the turn velocity in mm/s. These new velocities will
be use when a mode changing command is received. If the standard velocity is
not zero the LABMATE will continue moving even when the target position is
reached. Therefore if the robot is expected to stop after it reaches its position,
the standard velocity has to be set to zero.

•

Set acceleration (s,t)
this command changes the standard and turn acceleration, s specifies the
standard acceleration in mm/s, t specifies the turn acceleration in mm/s. Again,
these new accelerations will be use when a mode changing command is
received.

3. Commands that request information
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These commands are used to request LABMATE's interval variables. The commands
are:

•

Get Report
upon receiving this command, LABMATE will return its current heading,
current x-position, current y-position, and current mode. The x and y positions
are the global coordinate.

•

Read velocity
this command will cause the LABMATE to transmit its current left wheel
velocity and the current right wheel velocity.

•

Read status
upon receiving this command, LABMATE will transmit a byte status to the host
computer. Each bit corresponds to the following error condition:

Bit 0 : bumper contact
Bit 1: Watchdog timeout
Bit 2 : Current Overload
Bit 3 : Encoder failure/blown fuse/motor power off

Watchdog timeout is the time delay between two commands from the host computer. If
no command is received after the time elapsed, the LABMATE will come into
immediate stop.

4. Miscellaneous other commands
Other useful commands are:•

•

Emergency stop
will cause the LABMATE to come into immediate stop. It will remain halted
until another command is received.
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Pause
similar to Emergency stop except that zero velocity is reached by slow
deceleration.

•

Resume
this command is identical to the Reset command.

The Proximity subsystem contains a dedicated MC68HC11 microprocessor for
the sonar array. The commands that controls the sonars are:•

•

Reset
reset the subsystem, all the sonar readings are set to zero.

•

Enable sensor (e)
enable the sonar, e is an 8-bit byte specifying which sensor to enable.

•

Read
reads the range readings from enabled sensors.
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APPENDIX D : The Serial Link Interface

The available commands for the serial link interface are:

•

reset

•

write to R6551 command register (for setting parity etc)

•

write to R6551 control register (for setting word length and baud rate)

•

transmit data byte

•

request status read

•

transmit data byte to console

The reset command is used to initialize the serial link interface

Pair of bytes to the Transputer:

•

reset acknowledge (set in response to the reset command)

•

status

•

received data

•

received data from console

The circuit diagram of the serial link adapter is shown on the next page.
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APPENDIX E : Code

E.1 CONSTANT
---- CONSTANTS
VAL pi
VAL RMIN
milimeter)
VAL DSONAR
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS

0
1
2
3
4
5

IS 3.1415926(REAL32):
IS 500: — minimum distance to obstacle (in
IS 310: —

distance between sonars on LABMATE

VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL

JS
GO
CT
PG
PT
JO

-VAL
VAL
VAL

constants for the proximity subsystem -reset.subsystem
IS [0, 1, 0] :
enable.sensors
IS [0, 3, 1, 0, 255]:
read.sensors
IS [27, 2 , 6, 0]:

-VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL

constants for the LABMATE
mode.string
IS
resetlabmatechar
IS
joystickchar
IS
gochar
IS
turnabsolutechar
IS
turnrelativechar
IS
ptpgochar
IS
ptpturnabsolutechar
IS
ptpturnrelativechar
IS
jogchar
IS
proportionalchar
IS

[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,

VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL

velocitychar
accelerationchar
clearpositionchar
encoderheadingchar
gyroheadingchar
setwatchdogchar
setpositionchar
setheadingchar
incrementheadingchar
incrementpositionchar
setturnconstantchar
downloadjoystickchar
setthresholdchar

IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS

[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,
[0,

5,
5,
1,
1,
1,
3,
5,
3,
3,
5,
2/
4,
5,

VAL
VAL
VAL
VAL

getreportchar
readwheelschar
readvelocitychar
readstatuschar

IS
IS
IS
IS

[7,
[4,
[4,
[1,

1,
1,
1,
1,

—
—
—
—
—

joystick
go
continous turn
ptp gp
ptp turn

—

jog

"GO", "CT", "PG", "PT", "JO"]
0] :
1] :
2] :
3, 0, 0, 0,
4, 0, 0, 0,
5, 0, 0]:
6, 0, 0, 0,
7, 0, 0, 0,
8, 0]:
11] :
17,
18,
19]
20]
21]
22,
25,
26,
28,

0,
0,
:
:
:
0,
0,
0,
0,

0] :
0]:
0] :
0] :

0, 0, 0] :
0, 0, 0] :

0] :
0, 0, 0] :
0]:
0] :
o

o

o

o

rCM

VAL emergencystopchar
VAL pausechar
VAL resumechar

["JS",
1,
1,
1,
5,
5,
3,
5,
5/
2,
1,

29, 13]:
30, 0, 0, 0] :
31, 176, 24, 64, 1]:
33]
34]
35]
36]

:
:
:
:

IS [0, 1, 49] :
IS [0, 1, 50] :
IS [0, 1, 51] :
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E.2 PROTOCOLS
PROTOCOL S.to.U IS BYTE; INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT:
PROTOCOL U.to.S
— sending messages from user to sonar
CASE
resetsubsystem
read
— read the distance
threshold; INT
— set the threshold for minimum distance to
— object
use.LMS;BOOL;INT
monitor;INT;INT
squit
PROTOCOL T.to.U
CASE
report; INT; INT; INT; INT
wheelpos; INT; INT
wheelvel; INT; INT
stat; INT
PROTOCOL U.to.T
CASE
reset.labmate
joystick.mode
go. mode
absolute.turn; INT; INT
relative.turn; INT; INT
ptp.go; INT
ptp.turn.absolute; INT; INT
ptp.turn.relative; INT; INT
jog; INT
proportional.mode
set.velocity; INT; INT
set.acceleration; INT; INT
clear.wheel.positions
enable.encoder.heading
enable.gyro.heading
set.watchdog.timeout.value;INT
set.position; INT; INT
set.heading; INT
increment.heading; INT
increment.position; INT; INT
set.turn.constant; INT
set.thresholds;INT;INT;INT;INT
get.report
read.wheel.positions
read.velocity
read.status
report.all
emergency.stop
pause
resume
tquit
PROTOCOL S.to.T
CASE
nogo
go

—
—
—
—
—
—

heading,
heading,
distance
heading,
heading,
rate

radius
radius

—
—

standard, turn
standard, turn

—
-—
—
-—
—

time
x,y
x
angle
x,y
tc
maxamp,amptime,encoder,bumper

radius
radius
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E.3 SONAR

PROTOCOL S.to.T
CASE
nogo
go
#USE prolib
#USE ioconv
PROC Sonar(CHAN OF S.to.T sonar.t o .robot)
#USE vallib

CHAN OF U .to.S user.to.sonar :
PLACE user.t o .sonar AT 4:
CHAN OF S.to.U sonar.to.user :
PLACE sonar.t o .user AT 0:

—

linkO (in)

—

linkO (out)

CHAN OF BYTE handleuser.t o .prox:
CHAN OF S.to.U prox.t o .handleuser:
-- Physical link for sonar
CHAN OF BYTE out.sonar :
CHAN OF BYTE in.sonar :
PLACE in.sonar AT 7:
PLACE out.sonar AT 3 :

—
—
—
—
—

send data to SONAR
receive data from SONAR
Iink3 (in) — channels for
communication with the SONAR
Iink3 (out)

BOOL in.command, sync:
BYTE s:
PROC delay(VAL INT second)
TIMER clock:
INT timenow:

SEQ
clock ? timenow
clock ? AFTER timenow PLUS (second * 15625)

PROC ss.o ut(VAL []INT array)

BYTE any:
SEQ
out.sonar ! BYTE #80
out.sonar ! 'P '
in.sonar ? any — wait for BYTE #80
in.sonar ? any — wait for ’P'
IF
(any <> (BYTE 'P')) OR (any <> (BYTE 1p *))
SKIP — send an abort signal to the user
TRUE
SKIP
SEQ i = 0 FOR array[1]+2
SEQ
out.sonar ! BYTE #80
out.sonar ! BYTE array[i ]

E.3.1 Read
PROC Read(CHAN OF BYTE in, CHAN OF S.to.U out)
BOOL running:
BYTE any, msb, lsb, flag, infrared, dummy:
[8]INT dist:
PROC ss.out(VAL []INT array)
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BYTE any:
SEQ
out.sonar ! BYTE #80
ont.sonar ! 1P '
in.sonar ? any — wait for BYTE #80
in.sonar ? any — wait for 'P'
IF
(any <> (BYTE 'P')) OR (any <> (BYTE 'p'))
SKIP — send an abort signal to the user
TRUE
SKIP
SEQ i = 0 FOR array[l]+2
SEQ
out.sonar ! BYTE #80
out.sonar ! BYTE array[i]
SEQ
running := TRUE
WHILE running
PRI ALT
in ? any
running := FALSE
TRUE & SKIP
SEQ
— read new distance
ss.out(read.sensors)
SEQ i = 0 FOR 8
SEQ
in.sonar ? any — wait for BYTE #80
in.sonar ? msb
in.sonar ? any — wait for BYTE #80
in.sonar ? lsb
dist[i] := (((INT msb) * 256) + (INT lsb)) — in
—
milimeter
in.sonar ? any — wait for BYTE #80
in.sonar ? flag
in.sonar ? any — wait for BYTE #80
in.sonar ? infrared
in.sonar ? any — wait for BYTE #80
in.sonar ? any — dummy
in.sonar ? any — wait for BYTE #80
in.sonar ? any — dummy
out ! 'c';dist[0];dist[l];dist[2];dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5];dist[6];dist[7];0;0

E.3.2 HandleUser
PROC Handle.User(CHAN OF U.to.S user.to.sonar,
CHAN OF S.to.U sonar.to.user,
CHAN OF S.to.T sonar.to.robot,
CHAN OF BYTE out,CHAN OF S.to.U in)
BYTE msg:
BOOL running,use, close :
[8]INT d,cd:
INT thres.val,si,s2,tl,t2:
[30][8]INT array:
INT count,d5,d6,a,b,observations,obs:
PROC Sort([][]INT array, VAL INT count)
INT temp:
SEQ
SEQ i = 0 FOR 8
SEQ j = 0 FOR count-1
SEQ k = j FOR (count-1)-j
IF
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array[j][i] > array[k+1][i]

SEQ
temp := array[j][i]
arraytj][i] := array[k+l][i]
array[k+1][i] := temp
TRUE
SKIP
PROC LMS.Estimator(VAL [][]INT array, []INT dist, VAL INT n)
INT min,temp,x,h:
SEQ
h := n/2
SEQ i = 0 FOR 8
SEQ
min := 9999
x := h
SEQ j = 0 FOR n-h
— find the smallest difference
SEQ
temp := array[h+j][i] - arraytj][i]
IF
temp < min
SEQ
min := temp
x := ((h+j)+j)/2
TRUE
SKIP
dist[i] := array[x][i]

PROC L M S ([][]INT array,
SEQ
IF
count >= 30
count := 0

[]INT dist, VAL INT count.LMS, INT count)

TRUE
SKIP
SEQ i = 0 FOR 8
array[count][i] := dist[i]
Sort(array,count.LMS)
LMS.Estimator(array, di st,count.LMS)
count := count + 1

SEQ
running := TRUE
close := FALSE
use := TRUE
tl := 0
t2 := 0
si := 0
s2 := 7
count := 0
thres.val := RMIN
observations := 5
WHILE running
ALT
user.t o .sonar ? CASE
resetsubsystem
SEQ
out ! 1z '
ss.out(reset.subsystem)
delay(6)
ss.out(enable.sensors)
delay(1)
read
sonar.to.user ! msg;d[0];d[l];d[2];d[3];

APPENDIX
d [4] ;d [5] ;d[6] ;d[7] ;d5;d6
threshold; thres.val
SKIP
use.LMS;use;obs

SEQ
count := 0
IF
obs = 0
SKIP
obs < 0
observations := 1
obs > 7
observations := 7
TRUE
observations := obs
SEQ i = 0 FOR observations
SEQ j = 0 FOR 8
array[i][j] := cd[j]
monitor; sl;s2
SKIP
squit
SEQ
ss.out(reset.subsystem)
running := FALSE
out ! 'q'
delay(1)
in ? msg;d[0];d [1];d [2];d [3];d [4]; d [5]; d [6]; d [7]; a; b
SEQ
SEQ i = 0 FOR 8
cd[i] := d[i]
d5 := cd[5]
d6 := cd[6]
IF
use
LMS (array, d, observations, count)
TRUE
SKIP
IF
((cd[sl] < thres.val) AND (cd[sl] <= tl)) OR
((cd[s2] < thres.val) AND (cd[s2] <= t2) )
SEQ
IF
close
SKIP
(d[sl] < thres.val) OR (d[s2] < thres.val)
sonar.t o .robot ! nogo
TRUE
SKIP
Close := TRUE
msg := 'c '
TRUE
SEQ
IF
close
sonar.t o .robot ! go
TRUE
SKIP
close := FALSE
msg := 1f 1
tl := cd[sl]
t2 := cd[s2]
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E.3.3 Sonar
SEQ
in.command := TRUE — waiting for command byte
— initialize the serial link interface to 9600 baud rate
sync := FALSE
out.sonar ! (BYTE #FF)
out.sonar ! (BYTE #00)
WHILE (NOT sync)
SEQ
in.sonar ? s
IF
S = (BYTE #FF)
SEQ
in.sonar ? s
IF
s = (BYTE #00)
sync := TRUE
TRUE
SKIP
TRUE
SKIP
out.sonar ! (BYTE #81)
out.sonar ! (BYTE #1E) — 9600 baud
ss.out(reset.subsystem)
delay(6)
ss.out(enable.sensors)
delay(1)

PAR
Read (handleuser.t o .prox,prox.t o .handleuser)
Handle.User(user.to.sonar,sonar.to.user,sonar.to.robot,
handleuser.t o .prox,prox.t o .handleuser)
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E.4 ROBOT

#USE snglmath
#USE prolib
PROC Turtle(CHAN OF S.to.T sonar.t o .robot)
#USE vallib
CHAN OF T.to.U robot.t o .user:
PLACE robot.t o .user AT 1:
— linkl (out)
CHAN OF U.to.T user.t o .robot :
PLACE user.t o .robot AT 5:
— linkl (in)
-- Physical link for robot
CHAN OF BYTE in.robot, out.robot:
PLACE in.robot AT 6:
— link2 (in) — channels for
— communication with the ROBOT
PLACE out.robot AT 2:
— link2 (out)
BYTE any,status :
BOOL running,close,sync:
INT heading,radius,distance,rate,standard,turn,time,x,y,angle :
INT maxamp,amptime,encoder,bumper,tc:

INT headng, xpos, ypos, mode, lpos, rpos, lvel, rvel:
INT count:
PROC ss.out(VAL
BYTE any:
SEQ
out.robot !
out.robot !
in.robot ?
in.robot ?

[]INT array)

BYTE #80
'D '
any
any — wait for 'D 1

IF
(any <> (BYTE 1D 1)) OR (any <> (BYTE •d* ))
SKIP — send an abort signal to the user
TRUE
SKIP
SEQ i = 0 FOR array[1]+2
SEQ
out.robot ! BYTE #80
out.robot ! BYTE array[i]

PROC delay(VAL INT second)

TIMER clock:
INT timenow:
SEQ
clock ? timenow
clock ? AFTER timenow PLUS (second * 15625)
INT FUNCTION char.encoder(VAL INT parameter,isahi)
INT res,t:
VALOF
SEQ
IF
parameter < 0
t := (parameter + 65536)
TRUE
t := parameter
IF
isahi = 0
res := (t REM 256)
TRUE
res := (t / 256)
RESULT res
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SEQ
running := TRUE
close := FALSE
— synchronize the serial link interface
sync := FALSE
out.robot ! (BYTE #FF)
out.robot ! (BYTE #00)
WHILE (NOT sync)
BYTE s:
SEQ
in.robot ? s
IF
s = (BYTE #FF)
SEQ
in.robot ? s
IF
s = (BYTE #00)
sync := TRUE
TRUE
SKIP
TRUE
SKIP
out.robot ! (BYTE #81)
out.robot ! (BYTE #1E) -- 9600 baud
ss.out(resetlabmatechar)
delay(6)
ss.out(joystickchar)
count := -1
WHILE running
ALT
user.t o .robot ? CASE
reset.labmate
SEQ
ss.out(resetlabmatechar)
delay(6)
ss.o ut(joystickchar)
joystick.mode
ss.o ut(joystickchar)
go .mode
ss.out(gochar)
absolute.turn; heading; radius
[7]INT x:
SEQ
mode := CT
x := turnabsolutechar
x[3] := char.encoder(heading,1)
x[4] := char.encoder(heading,0)
x[5] := char.encoder(radius,1)
x[6] := char.encoder(radius,0)
ss.out(x)
relative.turn; heading; radius
[7]INT x:
SEQ
mode := CT
x := turnrelativechar
x[3] := char.encoder(heading, 1)
x[4] := char.encoder(heading, 0)
x[5] := char.encoder(radius, 1)
x[6] := char.encoder(radius,0)
ss.out(x)
ptp.go ; distance
[5]INT x:
SEQ
x := ptpgochar
x[3] := char.encoder(distance,1)
x[4] := char.encoder(distance,0)
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ss.out(x)
p tp.turn.absolute; heading; radius
[7]INT x:

SEQ
mode := PT
x := ptpturnabsolutechar
x[3] := char.encoder(heading, 1)
x[4] := char.encoder(heading,0)
x[5] := char.encoder(radius, 1)
x[6] := char.encoder(radius,0)
ss.out(x)
ptp.turn.relative; heading; radius
[7]INT x:
SEQ
mode := PT
x := ptpturnrelativechar
x[3] := char.encoder(heading,1)
x[4] := char.encoder(heading, 0)
x[5] := char.encoder(radius,1)
x[6] := char.encoder(radius,0)
ss.out(x)
jog; rate
[4] INT x:
SEQ
x := jogchar
IF
rate < 0
rate := (rate + 256)
TRUE
SKIP
x [3] := (rate REM 256)
ss.out(x)
proportional.mode
ss.out(proportionalchar)
set.velocity; standard; turn
[7]INT x:
SEQ
x := velocitychar
x[3] := char.encoder(standard, 1)
x[4] := char.encoder(standard,0)
x[5] := char.encoder(turn, 1)
x[6] := char.encoder(turn, 0)
ss.out(x)
set.acceleration; standard; turn
[7]INT x:
SEQ
x := accelerationchar
x[3] := char.encoder(standard, 1)
x[4] := char.encoder(standard, 0)
x[5] := char.encoder(turn, 1)
x[6] := char.encoder(turn, 0)
ss.out(x)
clear.wheel.positions
ss.out(clearpositionchar)
enable.encoder.heading
ss.out(encoderheadingchar)
enable.gyro.heading
ss.out(gyroheadingchar)
set.watchdog.timeout.value; time
[5] INT x:
SEQ
x := setwatchdogchar
x[3] := char.encoder(time,1)
x [4] := char.encoder(time,0)
ss.out(x)
set.position; x; y
[7]INT t:
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SEQ
t := setpositionchar
t[3] := char.encoder(x,1)
t [4] := char.encoder(x,0)
t [5] := char.encoder(y,1)
t [6] := char.encoder(y,0)
ss.out(t)
set.heading; x
[5]INT t:
SEQ
t := setheadingchar
t[3] := char.encoder(x,1)
t [4] := char.encoder(x,0)
ss.out(t)
increment.heading; angle
[5]INT x:
SEQ
x := incrementheadingchar
x[3] := char.encoder(angle, 1)
x[4] := char.encoder(angle, 0)
ss.out(x)
increment.position; x; y
[7]INT t:
SEQ
t := incrementpositionchar
t[3] := char.encoder(x,1)
t[4] := char.encoder(x,0)
t [5] := char.encoder(y, 1)
t[6] := char.encoder(y,0)
ss.out(t)
set.turn.constant; tc
[4]INT x:
SEQ
x := setturnconstantchar
x[3] := tc
ss.out(x)
set.thresholds; maxamp; amptime; encoder; bumper
[7]INT x:
SEQ
x := setthresholdchar
x [3] := maxamp
x[4] := amptime
x[5] := encoder
x[6] := bumper
ss.out(x)
get.report
robot.t o .user ! report;headng;xpos;ypos;mode
read.wheel.positions
robot.t o .user ! wheelpos; lpos; rpos
read.velocity
robot.t o .user ! wheelvel; lvel; rvel
read.status
robot.to.user ! stat; (INT status)
emergency.stop
ss.out(emergencystopchar)
pause
ss.out(pausechar)
resume
ss.out(resumechar)
sonar.t o .robot ? CASE
nogo
[7]INT x:
SEQ
ss.out(emergencystopchar)
x := velocitychar
x[5] := char.encoder(100,1)
x [6] := char.encoder(1 0 0 ,0 )
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ss.out(x)
—
ss.out(gochar)
close := TRUE
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set.velocity;0;100

go
close := FALSE
TRUE & SKIP
SEQ
count := count + 1
IF
count = 0
[7]BYTE inchar:
SEQ
ss .o u t (getreportchar)
SEQ i = 0 FOR 7
SEQ
in.robot ? any
in.robot ? inchar[i]
headng := ((INT inchar[0]) * 256)
xpos := ((INT inchar[2]) * 256) +
IF
xpos > 32767
xpos := xpos - 65536
TRUE
SKIP
ypos := ((INT inchar[4]) * 256) +
IF
ypos > 32767
ypos := ypos - 65536
TRUE
SKIP
mode := (INT inchar[6])
count = 1
[4]BYTE inchar:
SEQ
ss.out(readwheelschar)
SEQ i = 0 FOR 4
SEQ
in.robot ? any
in.robot ? inchar[i]
lpos := ((INT inchar[0]) * 256) +
rpos := ((INT inchar[2]) * 256) +
count = 2
[4]BYTE inchar:
SEQ
ss.out(readvelocitychar)
SEQ i = 0 FOR 4
SEQ
in.robot ? any
in.robot ? inchar[i]
lvel := ((INT inchar[0]) * 256) +
rvel := ((INT inchar[2]) * 256) +
count = 3
BYTE inchar:
SEQ
ss.out(readstatuschar)
in.robot ? any
in.robot ? status
count > 3
count := -1
TRUE
SKIP

+ (INT inchar[1])
(INT inchar[3])

(INT inchar[5])

(INT inchar[1])
(INT inchar[3])

(INT inchar[1])
(INT inchar[3])
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E.5 Configuration

CHAN OF S.to.T sonar.to.robot:
PLACED PAR
PROCESSOR 0 T8
PLACE sonar.t o .robot AT 1:
Sonar(sonar.t o .robot)
PROCESSOR 1 T8
PLACE sonar.t o .robot AT 4:
Turtle(sonar.t o .robot)

—

linkl (out)

—

linkO (in)

The Sonar process is mapped on the Transputer 0, or processor 0, and
T8 indicates the target processor. The Sonar process has one channel
which communicates to other Transputer which is not the host
Transputer (the user Transputer). Therefore this channel has to be
declared, and in this case it is the sonar.to.robot channel. This
channel is connected to link number one of the sonar Transputer and
is acting as an output channel. The Robot process is mapped on the
robot Transputer, and it also has one channel which communicate to
other Transputer apart from the host Transputer. The sonar.to.robot
channel is the input channel for the Robot process and is connected
to link number zero of the robot Transputer.
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E.6 Main Program
#USE
#USE
#USE
#USE
#USE
#USE

userio
interf
ioconv
snglmath
vallib
prolib

— PLACED channels
CHAN OF S.to.U sonar.t o .user:
user

PLACE sonar.to.user AT 6:
CHAN OF U .to.S user.to.sonar :
PLACE user.to.sonar AT 2 :
CHAN OF T.to.U robot.to.user:
PLACE robot.to.user AT 7 :
CHAN OF U.to.T user.to.robot :
PLACE user.to.robot AT 3:

—

sending readings from sonar to

—

Iink2 (in)

—

Iink2 (out)

—

Iink3 (in)

—

Iink3 (out)

—

LOCAL channels/protocols
— (bang,vel,acc,xstart,ystart,xtarget,ytarget)
PROTOCOL W a r s IS BOOL;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT;INT:
— used for
[10]CHAN OF
[10]CHAN OF
[10]CHAN OF
[10]CHAN OF
[10]CHAN OF
[ 3]CHAN OF

exchanging informations between processes
— request channels for Sonar
U.to.S as:
— request channels for Motion
U.to.T am:
— reply channels from Sonar
S.to.U os:
— reply channels from Motion
T.to.U om:
— reply channels from User
UVars ou:
— info channels from Wall/Follow
S.to.U ow,of:

CHAN OF INT stop.mux:
[10]CHAN OF BYTE quit:
[12]CHAN OF ANY display:

—
—
—

multiplexor stopper
quit channels
display channels

CHAN OF ANY fromuser:
INT error,foldnum:
VAL ALIGN
IS 0:
VAL TOOCLOSE IS 1:
VAL TOOFAR
IS 2:
VAL TRACK
IS 3:
VAL WALL
IS 4:
VAL FOLLOW
IS 5:

—
—

writing to file
file's variables

VAL PILOT
IS 6:
VAL VELOCITY IS 7:
INT wall.count,tooclose.count,toofar.count,align.count:
INT follow.count,tooright.count,tooleft.count:
PROC delay.second (VAL INT second)
TIMER clock:
INT timenow:
SEQ
clock ? timenow
clock ? AFTER timenow PLUS (second * 15625)

PROC delay.ticks(VAL INT ticks)
TIMER clock:
INT timenow:
SEQ
clock ? timenow
clock ? AFTER timenow PLUS ticks
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PROC goto.x.y(CHAN OF ANY screen, VAL INT x, y)
VAL t t .goto IS BYTE 5:
screen ! t t .goto ; x ; y

PROC clear.eol(CHAN OF ANY screen)
VAL tt.clear.eol IS BYTE 9:
screen ! tt.clear.eol

PROC clear.screen(CHAN OF ANY screen, VAL INT x, y)
VAL t t .goto IS BYTE 5:
VAL tt.clear.eos IS BYTE 10:
SEQ
screen ! tt.goto ; x ; y
screen ! tt.clear.eos

PROC MoveTo. command (CHAN OF ANY screen)
SEQ
goto.x.y (screen,9,24)

PROC MoveTo. mes sage (CHAN OF ANY screen)
SEQ
goto.x.y (screen, 0,26)

PROC MoveTo.mode (CHAN OF ANY screen)
SEQ
goto.x.y(screen, 94, 24)

PROC clear.message(CHAN OF ANY screen)
SEQ
clear.screen(screen, 0,26)

PROC clear.command(CHAN OF ANY screen)
SEQ
MoveTo.command(screen)
SEQ i = 0 FOR 60
write.char(screen, 1 1)
MoveTo.command(screen)

PROC logo(CHAN OF ANY screen)
SEQ
clear.screen(screen, 0,0)

newline(screen)
write.full.string(screen, "
---------------------- SO-----+*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,n
LABMATE
|*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
|*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,n
|*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,”
.............................
Sl*c*n")

write.full.string(screen,"
.

—SI----

I
I
S6

I

|*c*n")

write.full.string(screen, n
Heading :
.
|*c*n")

I
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write.full.string(screen, "
:
.
1*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
Ypos
:
.
1*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
Xvel
:
.
1*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
Yvel
:
.
1*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
Lpos
:
.
1*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
Rpos
:
.
1*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,"
Mode
:
.
1*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,"
Status :
.
1*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
I*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
..........................
S2*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
|*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,"
|*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
|*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,"
-------------------- S3---- +*c*n")
newline(screen)
SEQ i = 0 FOR 101
write.char(screen,1=')
newline(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Command :
| Mode :*c*n")
SEQ i = 0 FOR 101
write.char(screen,'=1)
newline(screen)
clear.message(screen)
clear.command(screen)
MoveTo.mode(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Normal")
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PROC Write, di St (CHAN OF ANY display, VAL []INT dist, VAL INT d5,d6)

SEQ
goto.x.y (display, 61, 0)
write.full.string(display, "
goto.x . y (display, 61,0)
write.int(display,dist[0]/10,0)
goto.x . y (display, 70, 5)
write.full.string(display,"
goto.x . y (display,70, 5)
write.int(display,dist[1]/10, 0)
goto.x . y (display,70,17)
write.full.string(display, "
goto.x . y (display,70,17)
write.int(display,dist[2]/10, 0)
goto.x . y (display,61,22)
write.full.string(display, "
goto.x . y (display,61,22)
write.int(display,dist[3]/10, 0)
goto.x.y (display,34,22)
write.full.string(display, "
goto.x . y (display,34,22)
write.int(display,dist[4]/10, 0)
goto.x . y (display,18,17)
write.full.string(display, "

")

")

")

")

")

")
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goto.X.y (display, 18,17)
write.i nt(display,d5/10, 0)
goto.X.y (display, 23,17)
write.full.string(display, "
goto.X.y (display, 23,17)
write.int(display,dist[5]/10, 0)
goto.X.y (display,18,5)
write.full.string(display, "
goto.x.y (display,18,5)
write.int(display,d6/10,0)
goto.x.y (display,23, 5)
write.full.string(display, "
goto.x.y (display,23,5)
write.int(display,dist[6]/10, 0)
goto.x.y (display, 34, 0)
write.full.string(display, "
goto.x.y (display, 34, 0)
write.int(display,dist[7]/10, 0)

")

")

")

")

INT FUNCTION myABS(VAL INT x)
INT res:
VALOF
SEQ
IF
x < 0
res := x * (-1)
TRUE
res := x
RESULT res

PROC FindAngleDist(VAL INT x, y, INT angle, dist)
— calculate angle to turn and distance using triangulation
— 'x' and 'y' are given, 'angle' is angle in degree
REAL32 t, distance:
SEQ
IF
(x = 0)
distance := (REAL32 ROUND (myABS(y)))
(y = 0)
distance := (REAL32 ROUND (myABS(x)))
TRUE
distance := SQRT ( REAL32 ROUND((x*x) + (y*y) ) )
IF
distance = 0.0(REAL32)
t := 0.0(REAL32)
TRUE
t := (REAL32 ROUND x)/distance
dist := (INT TRUNC distance)
angle := (INT TRUNC ((ASIN (t) * 180.0(REAL32))/pi))
IF
(x < 0) AND (y < 0)
angle := (-180) - angle
(x > 0) AND (y < 0)
angle := 180 - angle
TRUE
SKIP
IF

angle < 0
angle := angle + 360
TRUE
SKIP
PROC demo (CHAN OF ANY screen,CHAN OF U.to.S as, CHAN OF S.to.U os,
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CHAN OF U.to.T am, CHAN OF T.to.U can)
BYTE any:
[8]INT dist:
INT choice, head, rad, distance, rate, standard, turn, time, xpos,
ypos, angle, mode, vel:
INT a, b, ch, x, y, tc, fr, lpos, rpos, lvel, rvel, status,
heading, radius:
SEQ
clear.screen(screen,0,0)
M
write.full.string(screen, "
DDD
EEEE M
00
*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
D D
M M M M 0
E
*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
M M M 0
D
D E
*c*n")
M 0
M
write.full.string(screen, "
D
D EEE
*c*n")
M 0
write.full.string(screen, "
D D
E
M
*c*n")
M
EEEE M
write.full.string(screen, "
DDD
00
*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "
*c*n")
a*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,1Joystick mode
b*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Go mode
c*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Absolute turn
d*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Relative turn
e*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Point to Point go
f*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Point to Point turn Abs
g*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Point to Point turn Rel
h*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Jog
i*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Set velocity
j*c*n")
Clear
wheel
positions
write.full.string(screen,'
k*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Set watchdog
l*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Set position
m*c*nu)
write.full.string(screen,'Set Heading
n*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'EMERGENCY STOP
o*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Pause
p*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,'Resume
q*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,1Exit demonstrator

SEQ i = 0 FOR 101
write.char(screen,'=1)
newline(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Enter choice > ")
newline(screen)
SEQ i = 0 FOR 101
write.char(screen,'=')
newline(screen)
Sonar2
write.full.string(screen,"Sonarl:
Sonar7:
Sonar4:
Sonar5:
Sonar6:
SEQ i — 0 FOR 101
write.char(screen,'=')
newline(screen)
X:
write.full.string(screen,"Angle:
Mode:*c*n")
RPOS:
write.full.string(screen,"LPOS :
RVEL:
Status:")
choice := 0
ch := 0
fr := 1
rate := 0
goto.x.y(screen,14,25)
vel := 50
WHILE (choice <> (INT 'q'))
ALT
keyboard ? choice
SEQ

Sonar3:
Sonar8:*c*n")

Y:
LVEL:
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write.char(screen,(BYTE choice))
IF
choice = 203
SEQ
rate := rate + 3
IF
rate > 1 2 7
rate := 127
TRUE
SKIP
am ! jog ; rate
choice = 204
SEQ
rate := rate - 3
IF
rate < (-128)
rate := -128
TRUE
SKIP
am ! jog ; rate
choice = 201
SEQ
rate := 0
am ! jog ; rate
choice = (INT '.')
SEQ
fr := fr * (-1)
am ! set.velocity; 0; 0
am ! go.mode
choice = (INT 1+ 1)
SEQ
vel := vel + 20
am ! set.velocity; fr*vel; vel
am ! go.mode
choice = (INT '-*)
SEQ
vel := vel - 30
IF
vel < 0
vel := 0
TRUE
SKIP
am ! set.velocity; fr*vel; vel
am ! go.mode
choice = (INT 'a')
am ! joystick.mode
choice = (INT 'b')
am ! go.mode
choice = (INT *c *)
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
heading:")
goto.x.y(screen,28,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,head,ch)
goto.x.y(screen,38,25)
write.full.string(screen,"radius :")
goto.x.y (screen,46,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,rad, ch)
am ! absolute.turn; head; rad
choice = (INT 'd')
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
heading:")
goto.x.y(screen,28,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen, head,ch)
goto.x.y(screen, 38,25)
write.full.string(screen,"radius :")
goto.x.y(screen, 46, 25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,rad,ch)
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am ! relative.turn; head; rad
choice = (INT 'e')

SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
distance:")
goto.x.y(screen,29, 25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,distance,ch)
am ! ptp.go; distance
choice = (INT 'f')
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
heading:")
goto.x.y(screen,28,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,head,ch)
goto.x.y(screen, 38,25)
write.full.string(screen,"radius :")
goto.x.y(screen,46,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen, rad, ch)
am ! ptp.turn.absolute; head; rad
choice = (INT 'g')
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
heading:")
goto.x.y(screen, 28, 25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,head,ch)
goto.x.y(screen,38,25)
write.full.string(screen,"radius :")
goto.x.y (screen,46,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen, rad,ch)
am ! ptp.turn.relative; head; rad
choice = (INT 'h')
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
rate:")
goto.x.y(screen,25,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen, rate,ch)
am ! jog; rate
choice = (INT 'i ')
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
standard:")
goto.x.y (screen,29,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,standard,ch)
goto.x.y (screen,39,25)
write.full.string(screen,"turn :")
goto.x .y(screen,45,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,turn,ch)
am ! set.velocity; standard; turn
choice = (INT 1j1)
am ! clear.wheel.positions
choice = (INT 'k')
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
time:")
goto.x.y (screen,25,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,time,ch)
am ! set.watchdog.timeout.value; time
choice = (INT 11')
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
x :")
goto.x.y(screen,22,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,x,ch)
goto.x.y(screen,32,25)
write.full.string(screen,"y:")
goto.x.y(screen,34,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,y,ch)
am ! set.position; x; y
choice = (INT 'm1)
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"
angle:")
goto.x.y(screen,26,25)
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,angle,ch)
am ! set.heading; angle
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choice = (INT 'n')
am ! emergency.stop
choice = (INT ’o')
am ! pause
choice = (INT 'p')
am ! resume
TRUE
SKIP
goto.x.y (screen,14,25)
write.full.string(screen, "
goto.x.y (screen,14,25)
TRUE & SKIP
SEQ
am ! get.report
om ? CASE
report; head;x;y ;mode
SEQ
goto.x . y (screen,6,29)
write.int(screen,head/100,6)
goto.x . y (screen,15,29)
write.int(screen,x/10, 9)
goto.x . y (screen,27,29)
write.int(screen,y/10,9)
goto.x . y (screen,42,29)
write.full.string(screen,mode.string[mode])
am ! read.wheel.positions
om ? CASE
wheelpos; lpos;rpos
SEQ
goto.x.y (screen,6,30)
write.int(screen,lpos/10,6)
goto.x.y (screen,18,30)
write.int(screen,rpos/10,6)
am ! read.velocity
om ? CASE
wheelvel; lvel;rvel
SEQ
goto.x.y (screen,30,30)
write.int(screen,lvel/10,6)
goto.x.y (screen,42,30)
write.int(screen,rvel/10,6)
am ! read.status
om ? CASE
stat; status
SEQ
goto.x.y (screen, 56, 30)
write.int(screen,status, 0)
as ! read
os ? any;dist[0];dist[1]; dist[2]; dist [3];
dist[4];dist[5];dist[6];dist[7];a;b
goto.x.y (screen,7,27)
write.full.string(screen, "
")
goto.x.y (screen,7,27)
write.int(screen,dist[0]/10, 0)
SEQ i = 1 FOR 7
SEQ
goto.x.y (screen, (13*i)+7, 27)
write.full.string(screen, "
")
goto.x.y (screen, (13*i)+7, 27)
write.int(screen, dist[i]/10, 0)
goto.x.y (screen, 14,25)

PROC Sonar(CHAN OF U.to.S user.to.sonar,CHAN OF S.to.U sonar.to.user,
[]CHAN OF U.to.S a,[]CHAN OF S.to.U o)
BOOL running,use:
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BYTE any,msg:
[8]INT dist:
INT d5,d6,si,s2,count,t,timenow,obs:
TIMER clock:
SEQ
running := TRUE
WHILE running
ALT i = 0 FOR 10
a[i] ? CASE

resetsubsystem
SEQ
user.to.sonar ! resetsubsystem
clock ? timenow
clock ? AFTER timenow PLUS (6*15625)
read
SEQ
user.to.sonar ! read
sonar.to.user ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2] ;dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5] ;dist[6];dist[7];d5;d6
o[i] ! msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5];dist[6];dist[7] ;d5;d6
monitor;si;s2
user.to.sonar ! monitor; si; s2
threshold; t
user.to.sonar ! threshold;t
use.LMS ;use;obs
user.to.sonar ! use.LMS;use;obs
squit
SEQ
user.to.sonar ! squit
running := FALSE
PROC Motion(CHAN OF U.to.T user.to .robot,CHAN OF T.to.U
robot.t o .user,
[]CHAN OF U.to.T a , []CHAN OF T.to.U o)
BYTE any:
BOOL running:
— Labmate's status variables
INT choice, head, rad, distance, rate, standard, turn, time, xpos
ypos, angle, mode, vel:
INT ch, x, y, tc, fr, lpos, rpos, lvel, rvel, status, heading,
radius:
INT maxamp, amptime, encoder, bumper:
TIMER clock:
INT timenow,count:
SEQ
running := TRUE
WHILE running
ALT i = 0 FOR 10
a[i] ? CASE
reset.labmate
SEQ
user.t o .robot ! reset.labmate
clock ? timenow
clock ? AFTER timenow PLUS (6*15625)
joystick.mode
user.to.robot ! joystick.mode
go.mode
user.t o .robot ! go .mode
absolute.turn; heading; radius
user.to.robot ! absolute.turn; heading; radius
relative.turn; heading; radius
user.to.robot ! relative.turn; heading; radius
ptp.go ; distance
user.to.robot ! ptp.go; distance
ptp.turn.absolute; heading; radius
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user.to.robot ! ptp.turn.absolute; heading; radius
ptp.turn.relative; heading; radius
user.to.robot ! ptp.turn.relative; heading; radius
jog; rate
user.to.robot ! jog; rate
proportional.mode
user.to.robot ! proportional.mode
set.velocity; standard; turn
user.to.robot ! set.velocity; standard; turn
set.acceleration; standard; turn
user.to.robot ! set.acceleration; standard; turn
clear.wheel.positions
user.to.robot ! clear.wheel.positions
enable.encoder.heading
user.to.robot ! enable.encoder.heading
enable.gyro.heading
user.to.robot ! enable.gyro.heading
set.watchdog.timeout.value; time
user.to.robot ! set.watchdog.timeout.value; time
set.position; x; y
user.to.robot ! set.position; x; y
set.heading; x
user.to.robot ! set.heading; x
increment.heading; angle
user.to.robot ! increment.heading; angle
increment.position; x; y
user.to.robot ! increment.position; x; y
set.turn.constant; tc
user.to.robot ! set.turn.constant; tc
set.thresholds; maxamp; amptime; encoder; bumper
user.to.robot ! set.thresholds;maxamp;amptime;encoder;
bumper
get.report
SEQ
user.to.robot ! get.report
robot.to.user ? CASE
report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
o[i] ! report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
read.wheel.positions
SEQ
user.to.robot ! read.wheel.positions
robot.to.user ? CASE
wheelpos;lpos;rpos
o[i] ! wheelpos;lpos;rpos
read.velocity
SEQ
user.to.robot ! read.velocity
robot.to.user ? CASE
wheelvel;lvel;rvel
o[i] ! wheelvel;lvel;rvel
read.status
SEQ
user.to.robot ! read.status
robot.to.user ? CASE
stat;status
o[i] ! stat;status
emergency.stop
user.to.robot ! emergency.stop
pause
user.to.robot ! pause
resume
user.to.robot ! resume
tquit
SEQ
user.to.robot ! tquit
running := FALSE
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E .6.1 Align
PROC Align(CHAN OF S.to.U inw,inf,CHAN OF U.to.T am,
CHAN OF BYTE quit,CHAN OF ANY display)
BOOL running,follow,wall:
BYTE any,msg:
[8]INT dist:
INT d5,d6,angle,SI,S2,head,h:
SEQ
running := TRUE
follow := FALSE
wall := FALSE
align.count := 0
WHILE running
ALT
quit ? any
IF
any = (BYTE 'q')
running := FALSE
any = (BYTE •f*)
follow := TRUE
any = (BYTE 'w')
wall := TRUE
any = (BYTE 'z ')
SEQ
follow := FALSE
wall := FALSe
goto.x.y(display,0,27)
write.full.string(display,"Iteration # of align: ")
write.int(display,align.count,0)
TRUE
SKIP
inw ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2] ;dist[3] ;
head;dist[5];dist[6];h;d5;d6
SKIP
inf ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5];dist[6];dist[7];d5;d6
SKIP
follow & SKIP
SEQ
51 := 0
52 := 7
IF
((dist[SI]-dist[S2]) <= 50) OR
((dist[SI]-dist[S2]) >= (-50))
SEQ
align.count := align.count + 1
angle := (INT TRUNC ((ATAN(REAL32 ROUND((dist[SI]
dist[S2])/DSONAR))*180.0(REAL32))/pi))
am ! jog; angle
TRUE
SKIP
wall & SKIP
SEQ
51 := 5
52 := 6
align.count := align.count + 1
angle := (INT TRUNC ((ATAN(REAL32 ROUND((dist[S2]dist[Sl])/DSONAR))*180.0(REAL32))/pi))
IF
dist[S2] < RMIN
angle := angle - 3
dist[S2] > RMIN
angle := angle + 3
TRUE
SKIP
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am ! jog; angle

E.6.2 TooClose
PROC TooClose(CHAN OF S.to.U in,CHAN OF U.to.T am,
CHAN OF BYTE quit,CHAN OF ANY display)
BOOL running,ok:
BYTE any,msg :
[8]INT dist:
VAL SI IS 6:
INT angle,d5,d6,h, head:
SEQ
running := TRUE
ok := FALSE
tooclose.count := 0
WHILE running
ALT
quit ? any
IF
any = (BYTE 'q')
running := FALSE
any = (BYTE '1')
ok := TRUE
any = (BYTE 'z')
SEQ
ok := FALSE
goto.x.y (display, 0,28)
write.full.string(display,"Iteration # of tooclose:")
write.int(display,tooclose.count,0)
TRUE
SKIP
in ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
head;dist[5];dist[6];h;d5;d6
SKIP
ok & SKIP
IF
(d6 < (RMIN-100))
— TOO CLOSE
SEQ
angle := (INT TRUNC ((ATAN(REAL32 ROUND((d6RMIN)/DSONAR))*180.0(REAL32))/pi))
am ! jog; angle
tooclose.count := tooclose.count + 1
TRUE
SKIP

E.6.3 TooFar
PROC TooFar(CHAN OF S.to.U in,CHAN OF U.to.T am,
CHAN OF BYTE quit,CHAN OF ANY display)
BOOL running,ok:
BYTE any,msg:
[8]INT dist:
VAL SI IS 6:
INT angle,d5,d6,h,head:
SEQ
running := TRUE
ok := FALSE
toofar.count := 0
WHILE running
ALT
quit ? any

IF
any = (BYTE 'q')
running := FALSE
any = (BYTE ’l 1)
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ok := TRUE
any = (BYTE 'z')
SEQ
ok := FALSE

goto.x.y(display, 0,29)
write.full.string(display,"Iteration # of toofar: ")
write.int(display,toofar.count,0)
TRUE
SKIP

in ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2] ;dist[3];
head;dist[5];dist[6];h;d5;d6
SKIP

ok & SKIP
IF
(dist[SI] > (RMIN+100))
— TOO FAR
SEQ
angle := (INT TRUNC ((ATAN(REAL32 ROUND((dist[SI]RMIN)/DSONAR))*180.0(REAL32))/pi))
IF

angle > 10
angle := 10
TRUE
SKIP

am ! jog; angle
toofar.count := toofar.count + 1
TRUE
SKIP

E.6.4 Track
PROC Track(CHAN OF S.to.U in,CHAN OF U.to.T am,
CHAN OF BYTE quit,CHAN OF ANY display)
BOOL running,ok:
BYTE any,msg:
[8]INT dist:
INT a,b:
VAL SI IS 0:
VAL S2 IS 7:
SEQ
running := TRUE
ok := FALSE
track.count := 0
WHILE running
ALT
quit ? any
IF
any = (BYTE 'q')
running := FALSE
any = (BYTE 'l1)
ok := TRUE
any = (BYTE 'z')
SEQ
ok := FALSE
goto.x.y(display,0,28)
write.full.string(display,"Iteration # of track:")
write.int(display,tooright.count,0)

TRUE
SKIP
in ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2] ;dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5];dist[6];dist[7];a;b
SKIP
ok & SKIP
IF
dist[S2] > (dist[SI]+50)
-- TOO RIGHT
SEQ
am ! jog; -8
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track.count := track.count + 1
dist[SI] > (dist[S2]+50)
— TOO LEFT
SEQ
am ! jog; 8
track.count := track.count + 1
TRUE
SKIP

E.6.5 Wall
PROC Wall([]CHAN OF S.tO.U ow,CHAN OF U.tO.S as,CHAN OF S.tO.U OS,
CHAN OF U.tO.T am,CHAN OF T.to.U om,CHAN OF BYTE quit,CHAN
OF ANY display)
BOOL running,ok,found.wall:
BYTE any,msg:
[8]INT dist:
INT d5,d6,h,head,xpos,ypos,lpos,rpos,lvel,rvel,mode, status,angle:
SEQ
running := TRUE
ok := FALSE
wall.count := 0
WHILE running
ALT
quit ? any
IF
any = (BYTE ’s')
ok := FALSE
any = (BYTE 'z')
SEQ
as ! use.LMS;FALSE;0
ok := FALSE
MoveTo.message(display)
write.full.string(display,"Iteration # of wall: ")
write.int(display,wall.count,0)
any = (BYTE 'q*)
running := FALSE
TRUE
SEQ
ok := TRUE
as ! use.LMS;TRUE; (INT any)
found.wall := FALSE
ok & SKIP
SEQ
as ! read
os ? msg;dist[0];dist[1]; dist[2];dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5];dist[6];dist[7];d5;d6
IF
(dist[0] < (RMIN+10)) OR (dist[7] < (RMIN+10)) OR
(dist[5] < (RMIN+10)) OR (dist[6] < (RMIN+10))
found.wall := TRUE
TRUE
SKIP
am ! get.report
om ? CASE
report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
SKIP
am ! read.status
om ? CASE
stat;status
IF
status = 1
am ! ptp.go; -50 — move backward 5cm
TRUE
SKIP
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— distribute data to child processes
ow[l] ! msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
head;dist[5] ;dist[6];h;d5;d6
ow[0] ! msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];

head;dist[5];dist[6];h;d5;d6
ow[2] ! msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
head;dist[5];dist[6];h;d5;d6
IF
found.wall AND (mode <> CT) AND (status = 0)

SEQ
IF
— wall to the front
(dist[0] < (RMIN+10)) OR (dist[7] < (RMIN+10))
SEQ
angle := (INT TRUNC ((ATAN (REAL32 ROUND
((dist[0]-dist[7])/DSONAR))*180.0(REAL32))/pi))
angle := (90 - angle) * 100
IF
(dist[0] > (dist[7]*2)) OR
(dist[7] > (dist[0]*2))
angle := 9000
TRUE
SKIP
— turn to the right
am ! relative.turn; -angle; 0
as ! use.LMS;TRUE;0
delay.second(1) — wait until mode changed
wall.count := wall.count + 1
h := head - angle
IF
h < 360
h := h + 360
TRUE
SKIP
am ! set.velocity; 80; 100
TRUE
SKIP
TRUE
SKIP

E.6.6 Follow
PROC Follow([]CHAN OF S.tO.U of,CHAN OF U.tO.S as,CHAN OF S.tO.U OS,
CHAN OF U.to.T am,CHAN OF T.tO.U om, CHAN OF BYTE
quit,CHAN OF ANY display)
BOOL running,ok:
BYTE any,msg:
[8]INT dist:
INT d5, d6,head,xpos,ypos,mode,status:
INT vel,tvel,cur.time,prev.time,cur.dist,prev.dist,ddist,dtime:
TIMER clock:
SEQ
running := TRUE
ok := FALSE
follow.count := 0
WHILE running
ALT
quit ? any
IF
any = (BYTE '1’)
SEQ
ok := TRUE
vel := 80
prev.time := 0
any = (BYTE 1z')
SEQ
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ok := FALSE
MoveTo.me ssage(di splay)
write.full.string(display,"Iteration # of follow: ")
write.int(display,follow.count,0)
newline(display)

TRUE
running := FALSE
ok & SKIP
SEQ
as ! read
os ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
dist [4] ;dist [5]; dist [6] ;dist [7]; d5; d6
clock ? cur.time
IF
dist[0] < dist[7]
cur.dist := dist[0]
TRUE
cur.dist := dist[7]
am ! read.status
om ? CASE
stat;status
SKIP
— distribute data to child processes
of[1] ! msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5] ;dist[6];dist[7];d5;d6
of[0] ! msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5];dist[6];dist[7];d5;d6
IF
(status = 0) AND
( ((dist[0] > RMIN) AND (dist[0] < (RMIN*4))) OR
((dist[7] > RMIN) AND (dist[7] < (RMIN*4))) )
SEQ
follow.count := follow.count + 1
IF
prev.time > 0
SEQ
dtime := cur.time - prev.time
ddist := cur.dist - prev.dist
tvel := (ddist * 15625) / dtime
TRUE
tvel := vel
IF
tvel = 0
— moving at the same speed
SKIP
tvel > 0
— object is moving faster
vel := tvel
tvel < 0
— object is slowing down
SEQ
vel := vel + tvel
IF
vel < 80
vel := 80
TRUE
SKIP
TRUE
SKIP
IF
vel > 300
vel := 300
TRUE
SKIP
IF
cur.dist > (RMIN*2)
am ! set.velocity; vel; 100
TRUE
SKIP
vel > 0
— lost track of object
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SEQ
vel := vel - 50

IF
vel < 0
vel := 0
TRUE
SKIP
am ! jog; 0
am ! set.velocity; vel; 100
TRUE
SKIP
prev.time := cur.time
prev.dist := cur.dist

E.6.7 Pilot
PROC Pilot(CHAN OF U.to.S as,CHAN OF S.to.U os,CHAN OF U.to.T am,
CHAN OF T.tO.U om,CHAN OF UVars ou, CHAN OF BYTE quit,
CHAN OF ANY display)
BOOL running,bang:
BYTE msg,any:
[8]INT dist:
INT vel,acc,head,xpos,ypos,lpos,rpos,lvel,rvel,mode,status:
INT xstart,ystart,xtarget,ytarget:
SEQ
running := TRUE
WHILE running
ALT
quit ? any
IF
any = (BYTE 'q')
running := FALSE
TRUE
SKIP
ou ? bang;vel;acc;xstart;ystart;xtarget;ytarget
SEQ
am ! read.status
om ? CASE
stat;status
SKIP
IF
(status = 0)
INT a, d:
SEQ
FindAngleDist(xtarget-xstart,ytarget-ystart,a,d)
a := a * 100
IF
a <> 0
SEQ
am ! set.velocity; 0; 100
am ! absolute.turn; a; 0
TRUE
SKIP
TRUE
SKIP

E.6.8 Velocity
PROC Velocity(CHAN OF U.to.S as,CHAN OF S.to.U os, CHAN OF U.to.T am,
CHAN OF T.tO.U om,CHAN OF UVars OU, CHAN OF BYTE quit,
CHAN OF ANY display)
BOOL running,ok,bang:
BYTE any,msg:
[8]INT dist:
INT head,xpos,ypos,lpos,rpos,lvel,rvel,mode, status:
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INT the.vel,the.acc:
INT x, y, dl, 62,d3, d4, d5, d6, dd, dist.ob j, dist.target:
INT xstart,ystart,xtarget,ytarget,xstop,ystop:
SEQ
running := TRUE
ok := FALSE
WHILE running
PRI ALT
quit ? any
IF
any = (BYTE 11')
SEQ
O k := TRUE
am ! set.velocity; 0; 100
any = (BYTE 1z *)
SEQ
ok := FALSE
am ! emergency.stop
TRUE
running := FALSE
ou ? bang;the.vel;the.acc;xstart;ystart;xtarget;ytarget
SEQ
dd := (the.vel * the.vel) / the.acc
x := xstart - xtarget
y := xstart - ytarget
62 := (INT TRUNC (SQRT ( REAL32 ROUND ((x*x)+ (y*y)))))
ok & SKIP
SEQ
as ! read
os ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2] ;dist[3];
dist[4];dist[5] ;dist[6];dist[7];d5;d6
am ! get.report
om ? CASE
report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
SKIP
am ! read.velocity
om ? CASE
wheelvel;lvel;rvel
SKIP
am ! read.status
om ? CASE
stat;status
SKIP
IF
((lvel/10) = 0) AND ((rvel/10) = 0)
SEQ
xstop := xpos
ystop := ypos
TRUE
SKIP

IF
(mode <> PT) AND (mode <> CT) AND
(status = 0) AND (msg = (BYTE 'f *))

IF
(NOT bang)
SEQ
— find distance to the target/obstacle
x := xpos - xtarget
y := ypos - ytarget
dist.target := (INT TRUNC (SQRT ( REAL32 ROUND
((x*x)+ (y*y)))))
IF
dist[0] < dist[7]
dist.obj := dist[0]
TRUE
dist.obj := dist[7]
— calculate distance travelled so far
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— (from last stop)
x := xpos - xstop
y := ypos - ystop
d3 := (INT TRUNC (SQRT ( REAL32 ROUND
((x*x)+(y*y)))))
— find distance to be travelled

IF
dist.target < dist.obj

SEQ
x := xstop - xtarget
y := ystop - ytarget
d4 := (INT TRUNC (SQRT ( REAL32 ROUND
((x*x) + (y*y)))))
TRUE
d4 := d3 + (dist.obj - RMIN)
— calculate appropriate velocity
IF
d2 > (2 * dd)
— trapezoidal motion
SEQ
IF
— almost reached target/obstacle
(d3 >= (d4 - dd)) OR
(dist.obj <= (dd + RMIN))
INT acc, cur.vel:
SEQ
cur.vel := (lvel + rvel) / 2
acc := (cur.vel*cur.vel) / (d4-d3)
IF
acc < the.acc
acc := the.acc
TRUE
SKIP
am ! set.acceleration; acc; 50
am ! set.velocity; 50; the.vel
am ! go .mode
TRUE — still far from target/obstacle
SEQ
am ! set.acceleration; the.acc; 50
am ! set.velocity; the .vel; the .vel
am ! g o .mode
TRUE
— triangular motion
SEQ
IF
— almost reached target/obstacle
(d3 >= (d4/2))
INT acc, cur.vel:
SEQ
cur.vel := (lvel + rvel) / 2
acc := (cur.vel*cur.vel) / (d4-d3)
IF
acc < the.acc
acc := the.acc
TRUE
SKIP
am ! set.acceleration; acc; 50
am ! set.velocity; 50; the.vel
am ! go.mode
TRUE -- still far from target/obstacle
SEQ
am ! set.acceleration; the.acc; 50
am ! set.velocity; the .vel; the.vel
am ! go .mode
TRUE
SEQ
am ! set.acceleration; the.acc; the.acc
am ! set.velocity ; the.vel;the.vel
am ! go.mode
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SKIP

E.6.9 User
PROC User(CHAN OF U.to.S as,CHAN OF S.tO.U OS,CHAN OF U.tO.T am,

CHAN OF T.tO.U om,[]CHAN OF UVars o,[]CHAN OF BYTE quit,
CHAN OF ANY screen,debug,CHAN OF INT s)
[100]INT Targets, S:
INT targets,thedist,xhome,yhome, time.start, time.end, interval:
[8]INT dist:
BOOL running, obstacle, avoidance, follow, wall, bang, ok, print,
dump:
INT producer, consumer,the.vel,the.acc,xtarget,ytarget:
INT d5,d6,x,y,ch,head,xpos,ypos,lpos,rpos,lvel,rvel,mode,status:
BYTE any,fany,wany,msg:
TIMER clock:
PROC StopO
SEQ
clock ? time.end
am ! emergency.stop
MoveTo.mode(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Normal")

IF
wall
SEQ
quit[WALL] ! 'z1
quit[ALIGN] ! 'z'
quit[TOOCLOSE] ! 'z'
quit[TOOFAR] ! 1z*
follow
SEQ
quit[FOLLOW] ! 'z '
quit[ALIGN] ! 'z '
quit [TRACK] ! 'z'
TRUE
SKIP
newline(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Execution time in sec
write.int(screen,(time.end-time.start)/15625,0)
avoidance := FALSE
follow := FALSE
wall := FALSE
ok := TRUE
dump := FALSE
am ! set.acceleration; 1000; 1000
am ! set.velocity; 0; 300
am ! joystick.mode
interval := 0

: ")

PROC CollisionRecovery()

SEQ
am ! set.velocity; 0; 100
am ! ptp.go; -500
— move backward 50cm
delay.second(1)
mode := PG
WHILE mode = PG
SEQ
am ! get.report
om ? CASE
report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
SKIP
am ! relative.turn; -4500; 0 — turn 45 degree to the right
delay.second(1)
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mode := CT
WHILE mode = CT
SEQ
am ! get.report
om ? CASE
report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
SKIP
am ! ptp.go; 500
— move forward 50cm
delay.second(1)
mode := PG
WHILE mode = PG
SEQ
am ! get.report
om ? CASE
report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
SKIP

SEQ
— initialization
logo(screen)
ok := TRUE
running := TRUE
bang := TRUE
avoidance := FALSE
follow := FALSE
wall := FALSE
print := TRUE
dump := FALSE
interval := 0
am ! set.velocity; 0; 100
WHILE running
ALT
keyboard ? ch
SEQ
clear.message(screen)
clear.command(screen)
IF
ch = (INT 'a')
SEQ
write.full.string(screen,"about")
MoveTo.message(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"CSCI 992 Minor Thesis,
*"Parallel Robot Navigation Algorithms*"*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,"Written by A.
Djuhartono*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,"Supervisor A.
Zelinsky*c*n")
write.full.string(screen, "University of Wollongong
1989*c*n")
(ch = (INT 'd')) AND ok
SEQ
demo(screen,as,os,am,om)
logo(screen)
ch = (INT 's')
Stop()
ch = (INT 'r')
SEQ
Stop()
am ! reset.labmate
delay.second(6)
am ! set.watchdog.timeout.value; 100
am ! set.velocity; 0; 100
am ! joystick.mode
(ch = (INT '1')) AND ok
SEQ
MoveTo.mode(screen)
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write.full.string(screen,"Avoid ")
clear.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"dump readings? [y/n]")
read.echo.char(keyboard,screen,ch)
IF
ch = (INT 'y')
dump := TRUE
TRUE
dump := FALSE
clear.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"how many target(s)? ")
ch := 0
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,targets,ch)
IF
(targets > 0)
INT xz:
SEQ
ok := FALSE
thedist := 0
consumer := 0
avoidance := TRUE
obstacle := FALSE
clear.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"enter velocity
(mm/sec): ")
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,the.vel,ch)
clear.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"enter acceleration
(mm/sec2): ")
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,the.acc,ch)
clear.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"control type (bang
bang or feedback) [b/f]? ")
read.echo.char(keyboard, screen,ch)

IF
ch = (INT 'b')
bang := TRUE
TRUE
bang := FALSE
clear.command(screen)
MoveTo.message(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Enter goal (s)
position in x,y order*c*n")
SEQ i = 0 FOR targets*2
SEQ
ch := 0
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,xz,ch)
Targets[i+2] := xz
Targets[(targets*2)+2] := 12345
xhome := xpos
yhome := ypos
clock ? time.start

TRUE
SEQ
targets := -1
clear.command(screen)
(ch = (INT '2')) AND ok
SEQ
ok := FALSE
follow := TRUE
producer := 0
MoveTo.mode(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Follow")
clear.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"dump readings? [y/n]")
read.echo.char(keyboard,screen,ch)
IF
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ch = (INT 'y*)
dump := TRUE
TRUE
dump := FALSE
clear.command(screen)
am ! set.acceleration; 200; 200
quit[FOLLOW]
! 11 1
delay.ticks(1000) — wait for the parent process
— to settle
quit[ALIGN]
! 'f 1
quit[TRACK]
! '1'
clock ? time.start
(ch = (INT '3')) AND ok
INT obs:
SEQ
ok := FALSE
wall := TRUE
MoveTo.mode(screen)
write.full.string(screen," Wall ")
clear.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"dump readings? [y/n]")
read.echo.char(keyboard,screen,ch)
IF
ch = (INT 'y*)
dump := TRUE
TRUE
dump := FALSE
clear.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Number of observations
[1-7]: ")
read.echo.int(keyboard,screen,obs,ch)
xtarget := -101
ytarget := -101
am ! set.acceleration;80;100
am ! set.velocity;80;100
am ! go .mode
quit[WALL]
! (BYTE obs)
delay.ticks(1000) — wait for the parent process
— to settle
quit[ALIGN]
! 'w1

quit[TOOCLOSE] ! 11 1
quit[TOOFAR]
! 'I1
clock ? time.start
ch = (INT 'p')
SEQ
MoveTo.command(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Enable printing? [y/n]")
read.echo.char(keyboard, screen,ch)
IF
ch = (INT »y*)
print := TRUE
TRUE
print := FALSE
clear.command(screen)
(ch = (INT 'q') ) AND ok
SEQ
am ! set.acceleration; 1000; 1000
am ! set.velocity; 0; 300
am ! joystick.mode
running := FALSE
as ! squit — send terminate message to sonar
am ! tquit — send terminate message to labmate
PAR i = 0 FOR 9
quit[i] ! 'q!
s ! 0 — terminate multiplexor
ch = (INT 'h')
SEQ
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write.full.string(screen,
MoveTo.message(screen)
write.full.string(screen,
program*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,
write.full.string(screen,
Labmate*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,
Labmate*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,
collision*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,
leader*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,
following*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,
printing*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,
information*c*n")
write.full.string(screen,
program*c*n")

"help")
"a

"d

- About this

- Demo*c*n")

"s

- Stop

"r

- Reset

"1

- Avoid

"2

- Follow the

"3

- Wall

"p

- Enable/disable

"t

- Print execution

"q

- Terminate the

TRUE
write.full.string(screen,"unrecognize command, type
*'h*' for help")
TRUE & SKIP
— monitor progress or problems
SEQ
am ! get.report
om ? CASE
report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
SEQ
IF
print
SEQ
goto.X.y (screen,46,7)
write.full.string(screen,"
")
goto.X.y (screen,46,7)
write.int(screen,head/100,0)
goto.X.y (screen,46,8)
write.full.string(screen,"
")
goto.X.y (screen,46,8)
write.int(screen,xpos/10,0)
goto.X.y (screen,46,9)
write.full.string(screen,"
")
goto.X.y (screen,46,9)
write.int(screen,ypos/10,0)
goto.X.y (screen,46,14)
write.full.string(screen,mode.string[mode])
TRUE
SKIP
IF
dump AND (interval = 0)
SEQ
write.int(debug,head/100,5)
write.int(debug,xpos/10, 5)
write.int(debug,ypos/10,5)
write.char(debug,' ')
write.full.string(debug,mode.string[mode])
newline(debug)
TRUE
SKIP
am ! read.wheel.positions
om ? CASE
wheelpos;lpos;rpos
IF
print
SEQ
goto.x.y(screen, 46,12)

APPENDIX
write.full.string(screen, "
goto.x.y(screen, 46,12)
write.int(screen,lpos/10,0)
goto.x.y(screen, 46,13)
write.full.string(screen,"
goto.x.y(screen, 46,13)
write.int(screen,rpos/10,0)

")

")

TRUE
SKIP
am ! read.velocity
om ? CASE
wheelve1;lvel;rvel
IF
print
SEQ
goto.x.y(screen,46,10)
write.full.string(screen, "
")
goto.x.y(screen, 46,10)
write.int(screen,lvel/10,0)
goto.x.y(screen,46,11)
write.full.string(screen,"
")
goto.x.y(screen, 46,11)
write.int(screen,rvel/10,0)
TRUE
SKIP
am ! read.status
om ? CASE
stat;status
IF
print
SEQ
goto.x.y(screen, 46,15)
write.int(screen,status,0)
TRUE
SKIP
as ! read
os ? msg;dist[0];dist[1];dist[2];dist[3];
dist [4];dist[5];dist[6];dist[7];d5;d6
IF
print
Write.dist(screen,dist, d5, d6)
TRUE
SKIP
IF
dump AND (interval = 0)
SEQ
write.char(debug,msg)
write.char(debug,1 ')
write.int(debug,dist[0]/10, 5)
write.int(debug,dist[1] /10, 5)
write.int(debug,dist[2]/10, 5)
write.int(debug,dist[3]/10, 5)
write.int(debug,dist[4]/10, 5)
write.int(debug,dist[5]/10, 5)
write.int(debug,dist[6]/10, 5)
write.int(debug,dist[7]/10, 5)
newline(debug)
TRUE
SKIP
interval := interval + 1
IF
interval = 1 0
interval := 0
TRUE
SKIP
IF
avoidance AND (NOT obstacle)
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INT a,d:
SEQ
FindAngleDist(xhome-xpos,yhome-ypos,a, d)
IF
(d >= thedist)
IF
(Targets[consumer+2] <> 12345)
SEQ
xhome := xpos
yhome := ypos
xtarget := Targets[consumer+2]
ytarget := Targets[consumer+3]
FindAngleDist((xtarget*10)xpos,(ytarget*10)-ypos,a,thedist)
quit[VELOCITY] ! 'z'
delay.ticks(1000)
o[PILOT] ! bang;the.vel;the.acc;
xpos;ypos;xtarget*10;ytarget*10
o[VELOCITY] ! bang;the.vel;the.acc;
xpos;ypos;xtarget*10;ytarget*10
delay.ticks(2000)
quit[VELOCITY] ! '1'
goto.x.y (screen,0, 30+consumer)
consumer := consumer + 2
write.int(screen, a, 0)
TRUE
SEQ
clock ? time.end
MoveTo.mode(screen)
write.full.string(screen, "Normal")
ok := TRUE
avoidance := FALSE
quit[VELOCITY] ! *z*
(msg = (BYTE 'c '))AND( ((thedist-d) >dist[0])OR
((thedist-d) > dist[7]) )
obstacle := TRUE
TRUE
SKIP
IF
obstacle — obstacle has been found
SEQ
MoveTo.mode(screen)
write.full.string(screen, " Wall ")
IF
(NOT wall)
SEQ
wall := TRUE
quit[VELOCITY] ! 'z1
quit[WALL]
! (BYTE 5)
delay.ticks(1000) — wait for the
— parent process to settle
quit[ALIGN]
quit[TOOCLOSE]
quit[TOOFAR]

! 'w1
! *1 1
! '1'

TRUE
SKIP
TRUE
SKIP
wall
SEQ
INT a,d,a0,ap45,am45:
IF
(xtarget <> (-101)) AND (ytarget <> (-101))
SEQ
aO := (head/100)
ap45 := aO + 45
am45 := aO - 45
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am45 < 0
am45 := am45 + 360

TRUE
SKIP
FindAngleDist((xtarget*10)-xpos,(ytarget*10)ypos,a,thedist)
— target is reachable if:
— 1. the turn required to face target
direction lies in the range (am45/ap45)
— 2. left sensors do not detect obstacle
for (am45,0)
— 3. right sensors do not detect obstacle
for (0,ap45)
— 4. front sensors do not detect obstacle
IF
(((a > aO) AND (a < ap45) AND
(dist[6] > RMIN)) OR ((a > am45) AND
(a < aO) AND (dist[1] > RMIN)) OR
(a = aO)) AND ((dist[0] > RMIN) AND
(dist [7] > RMIN)) AND (mode <> CT)
SEQ
am ! set.velocity;0;100
am ! go.mode
quit[WALL]
! 's'
quit[ALIGN]
! 1z1
quit[TOOCLOSE] ! 'z'
quit[TOOFAR]
! 'z'
am ! get.report
om ? CASE
report;head;xpos;ypos;mode
SKIP
xhome := xpos
yhome := ypos
thedist := 0
obstacle := FALSE
consumer := consumer - 2
MoveTo.mode(screen)
write.full.string(screen,"Avoid ")
wall := FALSE
TRUE
SKIP
TRUE
SKIP
TRUE
SKIP
PAR
scrstream.multiplexor(display,screen,stop.mux)
Sonar (user.to.sonar, sonar.to.user, as,os)
Motion(user.t o .robot,robot.t o .user,am,om)
Align
(ow[0],o f [0],am[0],quit[0],display[0])
TooClose(ow [1],am[l],quit[1],display[1])
TooFar
(ow[2],am[2],quit[2],display[2])
Track
(of[1],a m [3], quit[3],display[3])
Wall
(ow, as [4], os [4], a m [4], om[4],quit [4], display [4] )
Follow
(of,as[5],os[5],am[5],om[5],quit[5],display[5])
Pilot
(as[6],os[6],am[6],om[6],ou[6],quit[6],display[6])
Velocity(as[7],o s [7],a m [7],om[7],o u [7],quit[7],display[7])
— for dumping results to file "debug.behaviour"
SEQ
User
(as[9] ,os [9] ,am[9] ,om[9],ou,quit,display [9], fromuser, stop.mux)
write.endstream (fromuser)
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SEQ
scrstream.to.file(fromuser,from.user.filer[0],to.user.filer[0],
"debug.behaviour",foldnum, error)
IF
error = 0
SKIP
TRUE
scrstream. sink (fromuser)
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